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ABSTRACT

Author: Perrigino, Matthew, B. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: When Perceptions Aren’t Shared and Relationships Aren’t Parallel: The Curious Case of
Family Supportive Supervisor Behaviors (FSSB)
Major Professor: Benjamin Dunford
Perspectives which extend study of work-nonwork interface from the individual level of analysis
to the workgroup level are dominated by homologous assumptions. These homologous
assumptions are characterized by (a) shared perceptions within workgroups and (b) parallel
relationships similar in direction and magnitude across levels. I return to the basics of multilevel
theory to consider these assumptions more closely, specifically in the context of family
supportive supervisor behaviors (FSSB). Across three chapters, I present the FSSB Separation
Framework. Chapter 1 develops theory to explain not only why within-group variation (i.e., a
separation in or relative lack of shared perceptions) regarding FSSB should be expected, but also
how this presents a boundary condition to the applicability of the tenets of multilevel theory.
Chapter 2 considers both between-group variation and within-group variation to explain why
relationships at the workgroup level are not homologous. The most notable finding is that of an
inverse, U-shaped curvilinear relationship involving workgroup-level FSSB, suggesting that
moderate – as opposed to low – levels of FSSB are most problematic for workgroup-related
outcomes. Chapter 3 further uncovers a potential, unintended downside of FSSB, emphasizing
the importance of within-group variation regarding FSSB perceptions by identifying it as a focal
predictor which contributes to relationship conflict within workgroups. Overall, the FSSB
Separation Framework presents a paradigm shift by challenging current thinking and developing
new, multilevel theory for the work-nonwork interface.

1

INTRODUCTION

There are two components to establish in developing a homologous multilevel theory.
First, the researcher must specify “the nature of each higher level construct” and determine
whether it is parallel across multiple levels of analysis (i.e., parallel constructs; Klein &
Kozlowski, 2000, p. 212). Constructs focusing on job-related perceptions and attitudes are
parallel (1) when workgroup members frequently interact with one another, engaging in
sensemaking processes to form common or shared understandings (e.g., Klein, Conn, Smith, &
Sorra, 2001; González-Romá, Peiró, & Tordera, 2002; Luria, 2008; Lindell & Brandt, 2000), and
/ or (2) when supervisors are clear and consistent in their communications, where all workgroup
members receive the same information and are treated in a similar manner (e.g., Kozlowski &
Doherty, 1989; Bashshur, Hernández, & González-Romá, 2011; Luria, 2008; Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991; Bowen & Ostroff, 2004). Second, the researcher must establish that X•Y
relationships are the same in direction and magnitude when examined at different levels of
analysis (i.e., parallel relationships; Chen, Bliese, & Mathieu, 2005). If the constructs and the
relationships are the same across levels, they are said to be homologous.
Studies addressing work-family (or work-nonwork) interface tend to embed these
assumptions of homology despite an initial warning that from Casper, Eby, Lockwood,
Bordeaux, and Lambert (2007, p. 36) that “individual relations may not replicate across levels.”
Indeed, although there are a growing amount of studies which examine the work-nonwork
interface using multilevel designs and perspectives, very few have considered whether these
assumptions of homology are warranted and assume parallel constructs and / or parallel
relationships (e.g., O’Neill, Harrison, Cleveland, Almeida, Stawski, & Crouter, 2009; Mauno,
Kiuru, & Kinnunen; 2011; Morganson, Major, & Litano, 2017; Straub, 2012; Kelly, Kossek,
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Hammer, Durham, Bray, Chermack, Murphy, & Kaskubar, 2008; c.f., Hill, Matthews, & Walsh,
2016; Paustian-Underdahl & Halbesleben, 2014; Major, Davis, Fletcher, & Germano, 2008;
Bhave, Kramer, & Glomb, 2010). Yet taking into account and more fully assessing these
homologous assumptions – specifically that these constructs and relationships may not be
parallel – offers a potential paradigm shift which can not only re-cast previous assumptions but
also can add knowledge in terms of both theory and practice.
To challenge these assumptions of homology, I focus on family supportive supervisor
perceptions (or FSSB), defined as “enacted behaviors exhibited by supervisors that are
supportive of families” (Hammer, Kossek, Zimmerman, and Daniels, p. 181-182). I consider
both the meaning of workgroup-level FSSB and the implications this has on both workgroup- and
individual-level outcomes1. FSSB is an important and relevant consideration for multiple
reasons. First, perceptions regarding managerial practices of this nature which address the
implementation of an organization’s work-life balance (WLB) policies are already assumed to be
shared (Thompson, et al., 1999). However, the largely individual-level focus on these
perceptions neglects the ways in which FSSB can be idiosyncratic or involve favoritism directed
towards some workgroup members and against others (e.g., Hornung, Rousseau, Glaser, 2008;
Matthews, Bulger, & Booth, 2013). Moreover, the individual-level focus neglects how these
idiosyncrasies affect the workgroup – including processes and outcomes – as a whole (Vidyarthi,
Singh, Erdogan, Chaudhry, Posthuma, & Anand, 2016). Second, other literatures addressing
leader behaviors – including transformational leadership and abusive supervision – more fully
integrate homology-based perspectives. Yet the work-nonwork interface naturally encompasses
discretionary stimuli from the nonwork domain (which are beyond the scope of these other work-
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Following Chan (1998) and others, I use the terms “workgroup” and “team” interchangeably. I primarily
used the term workgroup, although I refer to teams where appropriate.
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specific constructs). These discretionary stimuli “differentially influence” individuals and
“produce systematic variation” in terms of workgroup members’ perceptions (Lindell & Brandt,
2000, p. 332; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000), suggesting that the underlying arguments which
establish other aggregated, shared, leadership-based constructs might not apply to FSSB. Third,
conceptual work suggesting that greater amounts of workgroup-level FSSB will be beneficial for
workgroup outcomes tends to assume the relationships will be parallel based on the individuallevel findings (e.g., Straub, 2012). While in line with a homologous multilevel theory, a more
explicit consideration of the experiences and dynamics of workgroup members with supportive
versus unsupportive supervisors (between-group variance) and whether the experiences and
perceptions of workgroup members are similar or dissimilar (within-group variance) suggests
that the workgroup-level relationships may be more complex. I integrate “misery loves
company” ideas from multilevel theory to re-cast previous notions that higher average levels of
FSSB will be more beneficial to workgroups. Rather, I argue and find support for an inverse, Ushaped curvilinear relationship suggesting that moderately average levels of FSSB are worse for
workgroup-related outcomes compared to either high or low levels.
Following a brief review of the FSSB literature to date, I present what I refer to as the
FSSB Separation Framework. Overall, the framework emphasizes the importance of (a) the
frequently neglected within-group variation concerning FSSB perceptions, and (b) the
acknowledged-but-undertheorized between-group variation where some workgroups will have
higher or lower average perceptions of FSSB compared to others (e.g., Beauregard & Henry,
2009; Paustian-Underdahl & Halbesleben, 2014; Kossek, Petty, Michel, Bodner, Yragui,
Perrigino, & Hammer, 2017). In the first section, I shift the focus away from assumptions of
shared perceptions and explain why within-group variance is more likely for FSSB perceptions.
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In the second section, I focus specifically on comparing individual-level relationships involving
FSSB with workgroup-level relationships involving FSSB. Specifically, I develop arguments to
explain how between-group variance – combined with the newly developed perspectives
involving within-group variance from the previous section – contributes to non-homologous
relationships where workgroup-level FSSB exhibits curvilinear, inverse U-shaped relationships
with various workgroup-level outcomes (as compared to linear relationships between FSSB and
individual-level outcomes). In the third section, I explain how within-group variance can
function as a focal predictor or moderating variable regarding the ways in which average levels
of FSSB within workgroups (i.e., between-group variance) influence workgroup-level outcomes.
Finally, I discuss the theoretical and practical implications of these findings, in addition to their
limitations and directions for future research.
My work makes multiple theoretical contributions by positioning the work-nonwork
interface as an interesting and important boundary condition to the tenets of multilevel theory. I
develop arguments and present empirical data as to why both constructs and relationships –
specifically those involving FSSB – are not parallel across levels. In regard to non-homologous
constructs, I argue that the discretionary stimuli from individuals’ lives outside of work will
create divergent experiences – even among members within the same workgroup. This is
important because the ways in which constructs are aggregated should be theory-driven. Yet if
the aggregation of work-family constructs is based on flawed homologous assumptions, then
new theorizing and a challenging of both old and current thinking is required in order to conduct
more precise and accurate multilevel research. In addition to accounting for the possibility that
demographic and relational subgroupings exist, this also suggests that considering within-group
variation is an important element for work-nonwork studies. Moreover, this examination reveals
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how FSSB stands apart as a unique type of leader behavior in regard to other types of leader
behaviors which have been previously examined through this multilevel lens (e.g.,
transformational leadership and abusive supervision).
In regard to non-homologous relationships, I theorize and find support for curvilinear,
inverse U-shaped relationships involving workgroup-level FSSB with workgroup-level
outcomes. These relationships stand in contrast to the individual-level relationships involving
FSSB which are positive and linear in regard to individual well-being and performance. This is
important to advancing theory because it more fully integrates the assessment of both betweengroup and within-group variation. In terms of between-group variation, I agree with previous
perspectives which suggest that high levels of FSSB in workgroups will be beneficial for
workgroup-level outcomes. However, I challenge previous notions and add to this perspective by
explaining how and why the absence of FSSB may be more beneficial for workgroup-level
outcomes as compared to moderate levels of FSSB, hence the curvilinear relationship. In terms
of within-group variation, I explain how both similar experiences and divergent experiences
among workgroups with moderate average levels of FSSB (i.e., workgroup members who all rate
the FSSB of their supervisor as average versus divided workgroups who view their supervisor as
either very supportive or very unsupportive) contribute to this curvilinear relationship. Overall,
these non-homologous relationships suggest that – whereas FSSB is largely positive from an
individual-level perspective – there may be some potential downsides to FSSB when the
workgroup is considered more holistically. These findings not only challenge the commonly held
notions within the literature that more FSSB will always be better but also have implications for
practice, as supervisors will need to be more careful in terms of how they engage in FSSB and
how they allocate their time and attention across all members of the workgroup.
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Literature Review
The Literature Prior to 2007
Research has long recognized the importance of the supervisor in providing support for
employees to help balance and manage the demands they experience across the work and nonwork domains. Thomas and Ganster (1995, p. 7) were among the first to observe that support
from the family-supportive supervisor includes: “accommodating an employee’s flexible
schedule, being tolerant of short personal phone calls after school, granting a time trade so that
new elder-care arrangements can be monitored, allowing one to bring a child to work on a snow
day, or even offering a kind word when the babysitter quits.” Using a self-report, cross-sectional
design, they identified managerial support as a key antecedent which increased perceived control
over work and family. Indirect effects included lower levels of work-family conflict, lower levels
of job dissatisfaction, and fewer reported health issues. Integrating the importance of general
social support in helping to manage various stressors related to work and nonwork with Thomas
and Ganster’s conceptualization, Thompson, Beauvais, and Lyness (1999, p. 395) identified
“managerial support and sensitivity to employees’ family responsibilities” as one of their three
dimensions of work-family culture (i.e., “the shared assumptions, beliefs, and values regarding
the extent to which an organization supports and values the integration of employees’ work and
family lives,” p. 392). In a cross-sectional study of alumni from an MBA program, managerial
support was positively related to work-family benefit utilization and was negatively related to
turnover intentions.
As research progressed throughout the early- and mid-2000s, the role of the family
supportive supervisor took on greater importance. Allen (2001, p. 416) found that the family
supportive supervisor played a key role in shaping family supportive organizational perceptions
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(FSOP; i.e., “the global perceptions that employees form regarding the extent the organization is
family-supportive”), which in turn increased organizational commitment and job satisfaction and
decreased work-family conflict and turnover intentions. In a conceptual work, Veiga, Baldridge,
and Eddleston (2004) identified work-family culture (including the supportiveness of the
manager) as a key antecedent shaping employee’s assessments as to their likelihood of
participating in work-family programs within their organization. Although supportive managers
were expected to encourage employees to utilize benefits, managers with negative attitudes or
beliefs about work-family policies were expected to act as a key deterrent (see also Powell &
Mainiero, 1999).
2007-2009: Introduction of Family Supportive Supervisor Behaviors (FSSB)
Noting that “little research exists on how managers actually go about the enactment of the
formal and informal family support in organizations,” Hammer and colleagues (2007, p. 181182) introduced family supportive supervisor behaviors (FSSB) as “enacted behaviors exhibited
by supervisors that are supportive of families.” Specifically, they identified the FSSB construct
as a key linking mechanism between the formalized policies and practices at the organizational
level of analysis and the informal family-supportive aspects of the organizational culture,
presenting a conceptual model where FSSB was expected to reduce work-family conflict and
increase work-family enrichment. Indirectly, FSSB related to health-related outcomes, safetyrelated outcomes, family-related outcomes, and work-related outcomes. Using qualitative data
from interviews conducted with grocery store employees, they identified themes with a positive
orientation towards FSSB, including: commuting support, sensitivity to employee work-family
needs, scheduling flexibility, and respect. Not surprisingly, unsupportive managers and managers
with a disrespectful attitude towards employees – in addition to a culture of “work first,”
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understaffing issues, scheduling issues – were identified as barriers to effective policy
implementation.
FSSB was more formally introduced with a scale validation study from Hammer, Kossek,
Yragui, Bodner, and Zimmerman (2009). Using the same definition as above, they identified
four sub-factors of FSSB (which loaded together on a single factor) using two separate samples,
one consisting of 148 university employees and the other consisting of 360 employees nested
under 79 supervisors at a Midwestern grocery store chain. Emotional support addresses how
supervisors communicate with their workers and remain aware of their personal and familyrelated situations. Emotionally supportive supervisors create conditions for employees to feel
comfortable discussing their personal circumstances. They also express concern, understanding,
sensitivity, and sympathy when necessary. Instrumental support is more of an individuallyoriented reactive behavior, where supervisors respond on a day-to-day basis to a specific
employee’s work and family needs related to scheduling needs, interpreting policies, and
providing resources to allow for demands to be managed across multiple domains. Role modeling
behaviors address how supervisors demonstrate ways and strategies to their subordinates in
regard to how to balance work with family and create favorable outcomes within and across each
domain. Finally, creative work-family management represents innovative and strategic behaviors
initiated on behalf of a supervisor in order to facilitate effectiveness and restructure work. These
are less individually-oriented in that they can include cross-training across multiple teams or
interventions designed for their specific workgroup as a whole. Consistent with the previous
literature, FSSB in this study was primarily beneficial as it led to a reduction in turnover
intentions and work-family conflict. Moreover, higher levels of FSSB were associated with
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higher levels of job satisfaction, positive work-to-family spillover, and positive family-to-work
spillover.
Beyond these works, a more general focus on family supportive supervision remained
prevalent in the literature. Akin to instrumental support, Hornung and colleagues (2008)
identified how employees could negotiate idiosyncratic work arrangements in terms of work
flexibility. While these had a positive impact on reducing work-family conflict, they didn’t
increase affective commitment or performance expectations. Andreassi and Thompson (2008, p.
340) summarized current areas of literature related to work-family culture, reiterating that
“supervisors play a key role in determining whether or not employees are able to use work-life
policies, and their willingness to be supportive influences employees’ attitudes and well-being.”
Beauregard and Henry (2009) echoed similar sentiments, noting the importance of supervisors’
roles in terms of executing the “business case” for successful work-family policy
implementation.
2010-Present: More Studies, Similar Focus
Recent years have seen a continued trend in focusing on family supportive supervision.
This is certainly an important focus, given that line managers are increasingly recognized as the
key bridge between an organization’s human resource management (HRM) systems – including
work-family policies – and HRM effectiveness related to individuals’ turnover intentions, job
performance, and job satisfaction (Sikora & Ferris, 2014; Sikora, Ferris, & van Iddekinge, 2015).
However, it appears at face value that the field is approaching a saturation point as new studies
are only making incremental progress in advancing the literature: it is well understood that
family supportive supervision is associated with positive, individual-level outcomes and is
beneficial to employees. The recent studies are divisible into two streams: those which focus
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specifically on the FSSB construct and those which focus on the more general family supportive
supervisor. Both are reviewed briefly in the sections below.
Studies on family supportive supervision. Kossek, Pichler, Bodner, and Hammer (2011)
conducted a meta-analysis of 85 studies, finding that supervisor support – when specifically
related to work-family – was a stronger predictor of perceived work-family organizational
support, which in turn reduced work-family conflict. Subsequent studies continued to reflect the
positive effects family supportive supervision demonstrated in these meta-analytic findings,
including the ways in which it reduces work-family conflict, increases control over work time,
and increases organization-based self-esteem (e.g., Greenhaus, Ziegert, & Allen, 2012; Aryee.
Chu, Kim, & Ryu, 2013; Li, Shaffer, & Bagger, 2015).
Other studies examine the importance of the supervisor in different ways. For example,
powerful supervisors within organizations can not only allow their subordinates to attend to
work-family needs, but also buffer them against negative career consequences associated with
reduced-hours (Briscoe & Kellogg, 2011). Supervisors’ work-family enrichment crosses over to
subordinates, where subordinates have increased enrichment and greater perceptions of schedule
control (Carlson, Ferguson, Kacmar, Grzywacz, & Whitten, 2011). At the same time, however,
supervisors’ work-family conflict can have negative crossover effects on subordinates (ten
Brummelhuis, Haar, & Roche, 2014; O’Neill, et al., 2009). Perceptions of supportive family
supervisors lead to greater exchange relationships, which in turn lead to higher levels of task
performance and citizenship behaviors directed towards the supervisor (Bagger & Li, 2014).
Bagger and Li found that perceptions of informal family supportive supervision were stronger
when the organization offered fewer formal family-friendly benefits. Finally, perceptions of
family supportive supervision increase when similarities between supervisors and subordinates –
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including those with the same gender, parental status, and marital status – exist (Basuil,
Manegold, & Casper, 2016).
FSSB-specific studies. Taking the original 14-item validation measure for FSSB,
Hammer, Kossek, Bodner, and Crain (2013) validated a short-form measure consisting of singleitem measures for each of the four sub-factors. Their two-study design used the same grocery
store sample in addition to a sample of employees nested within supervisors at a large
technology company. The FSSB short-form measures were positively related to control over
work hours and family time adequacy and were negatively related to perceived stress and
working whilst sick. Moreover, evidence suggests that FSSB training interventions improve job
satisfaction and physical health while reducing turnover intentions (Hammer, Kossek, Anger,
Bodner, & Zimmerman, 2011). Another study found that FSSB increased work-family
enrichment among hospital employees, which in turn led to more positive job attitudes
(commitment, satisfaction, and turnover) in addition to more positive supervisor-based ratings of
task performance (Odle-Dusseau, Britt, & Shortridge, 2012).
Matthews and colleagues have also examined the FSSB construct. Although they are two
distinct constructs, FSSB and leader-member exchange (LMX) perceptions are reciprocally
related to one another (Matthews, et al., 2013; Matthews & Toumbeva, 2015). Studies using
cross-occupation samples show that family supportive organization perceptions positively
predict FSSB (but not the other way around) and that FSSB leads to improved commitment, job
self-efficacy, and performance (Mills, Matthews, Henning, & Woo, 2014; Matthews &
Toumbeva, 2015). FSSB also leads to increased work engagement, which in turn promotes
subjective well-being (Matthews, Mills, Trout, & English, 2014). More recently, Russo,
Buonocore, Carmeli, and Guo (in press) found that FSSB is indirectly related to employee
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thriving at work via work-family enrichment. They conducted two studies, one with a crossoccupation sample of Italian employees and the other with a cross-occupation sample of Chinese
employees.
Two studies have taken a specific sub-factor of the FSSB construct as their focus.
Ferguson, Carlson, and Kacmar (2015) examined the instrumental support sub-factor, finding
that it was positively related to work boundary flexibility which in turn improved family
functioning and affective commitment (including spousal ratings of the focal participant’s
commitment to the organization and the ability to manage work-nonwork boundaries). Koch and
Binnewies (2015) found that supervisors who tended to segment (i.e., separate) work from
nonwork were perceived as greater family-friendly role models, which in turn led to greater
employee segmentation, lower exhaustion, and lower disengagement from work. Further, OdleDusseau, Hammer, Crain, and Bodner (2016) found that FSSB training was positively related to
job performance, commitment, engagement, and job satisfaction and negatively related to
turnover intention via changes in employees’ perceptions of the supervisor’s FSSB. Although
they examined all four sub-factors, their analyses suggested that these changes were primarily
driven by creative work-family management behaviors.
Two other noteworthy studies fall within this category. First, Straub (2012) argued from a
conceptual standpoint that FSSB should positively relate to team performance and team
cohesion, although there have been no empirical studies to assess her propositions. Second,
Rofcanin, Las Heras, and Bakker (2017) found that FSSB positively predicted work engagement,
which in turn predicted work performance. However, when FSOP was low, FSSB had a negative
relationship with work engagement. This stands in contrast to Bagger and Li’s (2014)
observation that FSSB functions as a resource in the absence of a supportive organization. In
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comparing the two studies, it’s important to note not only were different outcome variables
studied but also that different samples were used. Rofcanin and colleagues studies employees in
a financial credit company in Mexico, whereas Bagger and Li used two samples, one consisting
of university employees and one consisting of a cross-occupational sample (both of which were
in the United States). These are possible reasons to explain these contradictory findings.
Notwithstanding the findings from Rofcanin and colleagues, the literature suggests that FSSB is
overwhelmingly beneficial for individual employees.
The FSSB Separation Framework
Based on the review above, it is clear that family supportive supervisors are an important
piece of the work-nonwork puzzle. From an HR perspective, they are critical in terms of
implementing the available work-family policies (Kelly & Kalev, 2006). From an organizational
behavior (OB) perspective, their actions have the ability to enhance numerous positive outcomes
and mitigate negative ones. Yet a notable limitation of this research is its heavy focus on the
individual level of analysis. To overcome this gap, some studies have sought to integrate nested
designs which, although multilevel, are multilevel primarily in an empirical sense only. For
example, the crossover effects of work-family enrichment or work-family conflict (e.g., Carlson,
et al., 2011; ten Brummelhuis, et al., 2014) involve subordinates nested within supervisors, but
still focus on individual-level constructs. Other conceptual work suggests that the individuallevel benefits of FSSB will translate directly to the workgroup level: higher average levels of
FSSB within workgroups will lead to improved workgroup-level outcomes (e.g., Straub, 2012).
While these ideas haven’t been empirically tested, a more pressing concern is whether these
arguments are on solid theoretical footing. Specifically, although these ideas are based on
assumptions of homology from multilevel theory (Chen, et al., 2005; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000),
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I explain below why these assumptions might be incorrect for both FSSB as an aggregated
construct and relationships involving FSSB at the workgroup level of analysis.
An important concept is that of work-family culture, defined as “the shared assumptions,
beliefs, and values regarding the extent to which an organization supports and values the
integration of employees’ work and family lives” (Thompson, et al., 1999, p. 392; emphasis
added). This notion and assumption of shared perceptions is embedded within workgroup-level
FSSB, where workgroup members are expected to share similar perceptions regarding the degree
to which their supervisor engages in FSSB. While previous studies recognize that some
workgroups will be higher or lower on aggregate FSSB perceptions compared to others (i.e.,
between-group variation; e.g., Beauregard & Henry, 2009; Kossek & Perrigino, 2016; Kossek,
Odle-Dusseau, & Hammer, forthcoming), often neglected or overlooked is the degree of
separation or within-group variation, meaning whether each member within a workgroup shares
similar perceptions compared to the other workgroup members2. As shown in Figure 1, this is an
important consideration as it has implications not only for the ways in which FSSB is aggregated
to the workgroup-level of analysis (“non-parallel construct?”) but also, subsequently, for the
ways in which it related to workgroup-level and individual-level outcomes (“non-parallel
relationships?”).

2

While a significant amount of within-group variation weakens the level of within-group agreement, this
does not necessarily preclude shared perceptions from existing among some members within the
workgroup. As opposed to a dichotomous distinction, workgroups more accurately fall along a spectrum
where the levels of within-group variation / agreement can be characterized as low, moderate, or high
(LeBreton & Senter, 2008). This is an important point, as it highlights the relevance for investigating
average levels of FSSB within workgroups even when there is a significant amount of within-group
variation.
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Figure 1: FSSB Separation Framework
The FSSB Separation Framework is grounded primarily in multilevel theory, although it
takes its name from diversity theory. Specifically, Harrison and Klein (2007, p. 1200) define
separation as “differences in position or opinion among unit members. Such differences reflect
disagreement or opposition.” Although the terms “variation” and “separation” are synonymous,
separation better reflects some of the core ideals of the framework from a more theoretical
standpoint whereas variation better reflects the core ideals of the framework from more of an
empirical or methodological standpoint. Nonetheless, multilevel theory unites the two terms. For
example, Chapter 1 addresses how multilevel theory considers discretionary stimuli – including
different forms of diversity – as a source for greater attitudinal separation in workgroups. Just as
Harrison and Klein (2007, p. 1203) suggest that “homogeneity [of an attitude] is often predicted
to be beneficial whether all members are high [in regard to the attitude] or all members are low
[in regard to the attitude],” so too do a bevy of studies grounded in multilevel theory make this
similar prediction. Furthermore, separation also leads to “reduced cohesiveness, more
interpersonal conflict, distrust, decreased task performance” (Harrison & Klein, 2007, p. 1203).
This is reflected in studies that use multilevel theory to argue that the “strength” of shared
perceptions (i.e., a lack of separation) is associated with more favorable outcomes (Chapter 3).
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Separation can occur either within or across units or workgroups. To the extent that the
attitudes of individuals within a unit exhibit separation, there will be greater within-group
variation. Relatedly, to the degree that average levels of attitudes across different units exhibit
separation, there will be greater between-group variation (Chapter 2). Because I examine both
types of separation and more often refer to multilevel theory, I refer to “within-group variation”
and “between-group variation” in developing this framework to remain consistent with the
nomenclature. Nonetheless, diversity theory – most notably Harrison and Klein’s (2007) work –
provides an additional foundation for the framework presented above.
Prior to developing these theoretical arguments, I offer anecdotal evidence from the
FSSB literature discussed above to illustrate why these non-homologous assumptions (i.e.,
assumptions that there will indeed be a separation of FSSB perceptions within workgroups) are
plausible. Supervisors might engage in FSSB directed towards subordinates who experience
“times of need – illness, accidents, death, etc.” (Hammer, et al., 2007, p. 191) and might respond
to these types of situations by “offering a kind word when the babysitter quits” or by “being
tolerant of short personal phone calls after school” to ensure that children arrived home safely
(Thomas & Ganster, 1995, p. 7). Similarly, supervisors might attempt to be family supportive to
subordinates by allowing an employee to bring a child to work when school is closed for a snow
day or allowing an employee to modify his or her schedule when a parent is in the hospital
(Thomas & Ganster, 1995; Hammer, et al., 2007). In all of these instances, there is a clear benefit
to the subordinate in need, as the FSSB received allows him or her to better manage these
family- or nonwork-related demands. Yet these experiences may be more idiosyncratic – and
thus not shared – across the workgroup as a whole, driven perhaps by demographic or relational
differences (ideas which are further developed below). Furthermore, while the individual benefit
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to the subordinate who experiences FSSB is clear, the subordinates who do not receive these
benefits may be forced to “pick up the slack” (Bagger & Li, 2014, p. 1146). Thus, when
considering the workgroup as a whole, the FSSB experienced by one subordinate – despite the
clear individual-level benefits – might affect workgroup functioning and relations in a different,
less positive manner.
Finally, it is also important to distinguish FSSB from other leadership-related constructs.
Perhaps the closest correlate with FSSB is LMX. LMX focuses on the relationship quality
between supervisors and subordinates (e.g., Liden, Wayne, & Stilwell, 1993). Perhaps somewhat
parallel to the FSSB Separation Framework presented above, LMX differentiation addresses “the
variability in LMX patterns within work groups” (Henderson, Liden, Glibkowski, & Chaudhry,
2009, p. 517). However, scholars point to a couple of key differences between FSSB and LMX.
First, scholars invoke Wilson, Conlon, and Sin’s (2010) theory to argue that FSSB is a form of a
resource “that is used as a basis of the exchange relationship” (Bagger & Li, 2014, p. 1128).
Wilson and colleagues (2010) suggest that there are unique resources in the LMX relationship,
some of which only leaders can provide (i.e., FSSB) and some of which only members can
provide. In this context, FSSB is unique from LMX because FSSB represents a “transactional
exchange” (Bagger & Li, 2014, p. 1128) which helps foster a more positive or higher quality
LMX relationship. Second, in the context of high-quality LMX relationships, supervisors are
more likely to provide FSSB to their subordinates (Matthews, et al., 2013). Matthews and
colleagues (2013) argue that a mutually beneficial exchange relationship will occur. Once
subordinates receive FSSB, there will be (a) a stronger affiliation and greater mutual respect
between the supervisor and subordinate, (b) increased loyalty and commitment on behalf of the
subordinate, and (c) perhaps even greater monetary gains as the subordinate will perform better
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resulting in a more productive work unit which can “indirectly influence the supervisor’s pay”
(Matthews, et al., 2013, p. 162). Taken together, Bagger & Li (2014, p. 1145) suggest that “LMX
and [FSSB] form a positive cycle whereby they positively affect and reinforce each other” (see
also Matthews & Toumbeva, 2015, for empirical support). Building on these distinctions, I
explain below how sources of FSSB separation within workgroups stem more from nonworkrelated elements (e.g., the influence of family members and experiences outside of work)
compared to the sources of LMX differentiation which tend to be more work-centric (e.g.,
Henderson, et al., 2009).
Additionally, there are similarities between FSSB and transformational leadership.
Transformational leadership behaviors focus on the ways in which supervisors are charismatic
and provide individuated consideration to their employees (e.g., Kark, Shamir, & Chen, 2003).
Drawing upon studies that emphasize the importance of the supervisor in granting access or
allowing subordinates to utilize the WLB policies of their organization (e.g., Grover & Crooker,
1995; Judge & Colquitt, 2004), Wang and Walumbwa (2007) found that transformational
leadership acted as a moderating condition, strengthening (weakening) the relationship between
family-friendly programs and positive (negative) work-related outcomes. Building on this work,
Kossek, Petty, Bodner, Perrigino, Hammer, Yragui, & Michel (2018) adopted a resource-based
perspective (in line with the notions discussed above within the LMX literature and also on the
basis of the work-home resources model; ten Brummelhuis & Bakker, 2012), conceptualizing
FSSB as a resource provided by supervisors who engaged in a transformational leadership style.
They found empirical support for this relationship, where transformational leadership styles were
associated with higher levels of subordinate-reported FSSB. Overall, LMX speaks toward the
quality of the supervisor-subordinate relationship, transformational leadership is a leadership
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style in which the supervisor might engage, and FSSB is a resource that can be provided in the
context of an LMX relationship or by a transformational leader. Despite these differences – both
empirical and conceptual – it is still important for future research to continue to justify and
clarify the distinctions between FSSB and these other related constructs.
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CHAPTER 1: THE CASE AGAINST FSSB AS A PARALLEL CONSTRUCT

Higher-level collective phenomena, or “emergent phenomena,” emerge from bottom-up
processes where individual-level cognitions, affect, and behaviors are communicated,
exchanged, or shared across individuals (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). Multilevel theory suggests
that shared meanings are likely to occur in the presence of “homogeneous contextual constraints”
consisting of the same organizational features, events, and processes (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000,
p. 63). Ambient stimuli will “uniformly influence all individuals” (Lindell & Brandt, 2000, p.
332). When these conditions are present, constructs experienced the same way at the workgroup
level as they are at the individual level are said to be homologous (Chen, et al., 2005).
As noted above, Thompson and colleagues (1999, p. 392) introduced work-family culture
as “the shared assumptions, beliefs, and values regarding the extent to which an organization
supports and values the integration of employees’ work and family lives.” Thompson and
colleagues (1999) reasoned that an organization’s WLB policies, benefits, and practices –
including the ways in which supervisors were supportive of these offerings – would shape
employees’ perceptions concerning the various norms and expectations associated with the
appropriateness of tending to or prioritizing nonwork-related needs and demands. Yet while
these notions are in line with many other culture- and climate-based constructs within the
management literature, an interesting omission is a more explicit consideration of what makes
(or works against making) these perceptions shared in the first place.
According to multilevel theory, two primary factors lead to these shared interpretations.
First, within the homogeneous contextual constraints of the work environment, ambient stimuli
are comprehended whereby individuals engage in sensemaking processes by interacting with
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their co-workers to create or form a shared understanding of their work environment (Klein, et
al., 2001; González-Romá, et al., 2002; Luria, 2008; Lindell & Brandt, 2000). Second, the
supervisor of the workgroup plays a crucial role in communicating information and by engaging
in “sensegiving” activities to help subordinates make sense of stimuli within the work
environment, including providing an interpretation of organizational policies and practices
(Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989; Bashshur, et al., 2011; Luria, 2008; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991;
Bowen & Ostroff, 2004). Notably, a growing body of literature suggests that perceptions of
supervisor behaviors – particularly those associated with transformational leadership and abusive
supervisor behaviors – are shared among workgroup members (e.g., Biemann, Cole, & Voelpel,
2012; Cole, Bedeian, & Bruch, 2011; Bass, Avolio, Jung, & Berson, 2003; Kark, et al., 2003;
Bono & Judge, 2003; Jung & Sosik, 2002; Avolio, Zhu, Koh, & Bhatia, 2004; Feinberg, Ostroff,
& Burke, 2005; Priesemuth, Schminke, Ambrose, & Folger, 2014).
The transformational leadership literature has used these tenets of multilevel theory to
justify the aggregation of shared individual perceptions to the workgroup level of analysis. In
addition to providing evidence of within-group agreement, Kark and colleagues (2003, p. 250)
note that their decision was “consistent with the theoretical argument that leaders direct many of
their transformational behaviors to the entire group rather than to each individual.” Focusing on
how transformational leadership perceptions emerge, Jung and Sosik (2002, p. 317) suggest that
“transformational leadership research can be expanded to group settings and various nomological
networks examined in the previous research and can be replicated at the group level” because
“the nature of transformational leadership processes should [not] be substantially altered when
examined at the group versus individual level.” They note that transformational leaders empower
their followers and help re-align personal values to be more in line with the goals and vision of
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the leader. This creates “strong values of internalization, cooperation, and congruence among
followers” (p. 318).
The abusive supervision literature provides a second example. In their development of
abusive supervision climate, Priesemuth and colleagues (2014) used social information
processing theory and the literature on sensemaking (connecting the tenets of multilevel theory)
to argue that individuals will come to share perceptions of their social environments by engaging
in sensemaking processes with each other. They argue that “supervisors play a frequent,
powerful, and immediate role in the daily activities of employees” and that the salience of the
supervisor’s presence in these daily activities is likely to make the supervisor’s behavior a source
or topic of sensemaking activities (p. 1515). They further note that the unfair aspects and
negative experiences associated with abusive supervision are likely to further promote
sensemaking activity. They also provided evidence of within-group agreement, suggesting that
members form a consensus among the workgroup concerning the degree to which their
supervisor engages in abusive behaviors.
Despite the definition of work-family culture advanced by Thompson and colleagues
(1999) and evidence of work-family climates provided by Kossek, Colquitt, and Noe (2001), Hill
and colleagues (2016, p. 473) note, “only recently have researchers examined the extent to which
there is systematic agreement among employees in the degree to which their supervisor or
organization are family supportive.” They cite a study by Zimmerman, Hammer, and Crain
(2013) which examined perceptions among 850 teachers nested within 33 schools concerning the
degree to which their schools were viewed as supportive of their family needs. Zimmerman and
colleagues found evidence that 32 of the 33 schools exceeded the commonly accepted threshold
for demonstrating consensus or within-unit agreement (using the rwg statistic, which is further
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discussed below in the Methods section). Relatedly, Hill and colleagues (2016) found evidence
of strong within-group agreement using the FSSB measure (Hammer, et al., 2009) among
another sample of 490 teachers nested within 95 schools.
Beyond this empirical support justifying the aggregation of FSSB, there is also some
limited conceptual evidence to justify the homologous perspective that these constructs are
parallel and based on shared perceptions. For example, embedded within the conceptualization of
FSSB is the creative work-family management dimension which focuses on how supervisors can
redesign or allocate work with the entire workgroup in mind, thus attempting to be family
supportive to all subordinates by finding the best possible solution for everyone. Like
transformational leadership, role modeling behaviors are likely directed towards and seen by the
entire workgroup. This consistency and shared visibility is likely to be viewed similarly by all.
Similar to the underlying theoretical rationale of the abusive supervision climate, the emotional
and instrumental support provided by supervisors may be salient behaviors (perhaps experienced
on a daily basis) around which subordinates engage in sensemaking activities. Furthermore,
supervisors who fail to engage in FSSB might also create a more negative consensus among their
subordinates, particularly when requests to utilize WLB supports are denied or when some
subordinates are allowed to use WLB supports and others are not (e.g., Powell & Mainiero,
1999; Hornung, et al., 2008; Gajendran, Harrison, & Delaney-Klinger, 2015). Just as the
negative and unfair aspects associated with abusive supervision are likely to promote
sensemaking, so too might these negative experiences and unfair aspects of FSSB.
Non-Homologous Elements of FSSB
As explained above, the work environment is filled with ambient stimuli which help to
create a consensus among individuals. This applies to different forms of leadership within
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organizations – including transformational leadership and abusive supervision – and even to
FSSB and other work-nonwork constructs (e.g., Bhave, et al., 2010; Hill, et al., 2016). However,
while the work aspect of work-nonwork constructs is characterized by ambient stimuli, the
nonwork aspect is characterized by discretionary stimuli which are (1) not always shared, (2) can
influence individuals differently, and (3) can lead to variation in terms of interpretations and
experiences related to the work-family interface (Lindell & Brandt, 2000). Thus, despite the
assumptions of shared perceptions, these discretionary stimuli should contribute to within-group
variation and may weaken the degree to which these perceptions are indeed shared.
Work-family scholars recognize this potential barrier to forming consensus, often
mentioning discretionary stimuli as potential caveats. Nonetheless, these caveats represent an
important starting point to further developing theory and articulating proper methodology for
multilevel investigations of work-nonwork constructs. Noting the overwhelming focus of workfamily research on the individual level of analysis, Casper and colleagues (2007) suggested that
work-family culture should be examined at the workgroup level of analysis instead of the
individual level of analysis. However, instead of simply assuming that these are shared
perceptions, they cited early multilevel theory from Klein, Dansereau, and Hall (1994) and
warned that “individual level relations may not replicate across levels” (p. 36). Echoing this idea,
Bhave and colleagues (2010, p. 146) recognize that “family-related experiences are likely to
differ” while Hill and colleagues (2016, p. 483) – even though they found agreement among their
sample of teachers – suggest that the field “must recognize the potential for individual
differences” which can hinder perceptions of agreement. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly given
these recognitions, the literature to date has failed to more explicitly consider the separation
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within workgroups regarding these perceptions – not only the degree to which it exists but also
the degree to which it influences various outcomes.
Paustian-Underdahl and Halbesleben (2014) examined two constructs related to FSSB:
supervisory work-family guidance (the spoken guidance of supervisors to subordinates regarding
the WLB policies of their organization) and work-family behavioral integrity (i.e., the actions
supervisors take to help support employees’ family needs). Among 628 hospital employees
nested within 47 units, they failed to obtain a sufficient level of within-group agreement for both
constructs. They explained that “employees have unique interactions and relationships with their
supervisors and may receive different levels of guidance and observe different supervisor
behaviors based on their unique relationships,” treating these as individual-level constructs (p.
454). Given the challenges to the assumption of homogeneity concerning work-family
perceptions, the broader work-family literature indicates two primary causes for this divergence:
demographic-based differences and relational differences. Additionally, subjective differences
concerning the interpretation of witnessed and experienced FSSB can further erode consensus.
Demographic Dissimilarity
Work-family scholars frequently note the changing nature of the workforce, with more
women, dual-earner couples, and single parents entering over the past 50 years (e.g., Goodstein,
1994). Traditionally, the “ideal worker” was a man whose wife stayed at home and took care of
the children and other family responsibilities (Dumas & Sanchez-Burks, 2015). During this time,
employees were likely more homogeneous in terms of these similar demographic characteristics.
Combined with the changing nature of work, today’s more demographically diverse workforce
faces a variety of unique needs related to child caregiving – including children with disabilities –
and elder caregiving (Li, et al., 2015; Kossek, Thompson, Lawson, Bodner, Perrigino, Hammer,
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Buxton, Almeida, Moen, Hurtado, Wipfli, & Berkman, in press). Dual-earner couples face
challenges as to how to balance their time, particularly when one partner utilizes WLB
provisions (Schooreel & Verbruggen, 2016). A growing body of literature on psychological
detachment and recovery suggests that roles outside of work are important even for individuals
without specific family-related needs (e.g., Dumas & Perry-Smith, in press). Thus, the ways in
which supervisors are supportive of these non-work needs are receiving greater focus.
However, supervisors might be inconsistent in terms of their support provided to different
demographic groupings of employees. For example, some supervisors lack knowledge and
awareness of the WLB supports and policies provided by their organization (Beauregard &
Henry, 2009). These supervisors may be viewed as far less supportive by individuals with child
caregiving responsibilities compared to co-workers within the same workgroup who don’t have
this responsibility. Alternatively, some family supportive supervisors might pay particular
attention to their subordinates with family-related needs compared to subordinates without these
needs. For supervisors who ascribe to the belief that “management of the work-family interface
is usually considered a woman’s problem” (Aryee, et al., 2013, p. 810), they might neglect the
needs of male employees, including those who are fathers. Other studies suggest that single
employees are forced to “pick up the slack” when co-workers who have family needs experience
FSSB from their supervisors (Bagger & Li, 2014, p. 1146).
A final demographic difference which could influence perceptions of FSSB is age.
Grover (1991) suggests that older employees might have lower expectations for WLB support,
given the fact that there was less support and less of a focus on WLB policies and practices when
they were younger employees. As a result, older employees might find the FSSB provided by
their supervisor as satisfactory or even beyond their expectations. However, younger employees
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are more likely to experience a “sense of entitlement” or a feeling of expectation where it’s the
duty of their organization to provide WLB accommodations (e.g., Lewis, 1997; 2001; Lewis &
Smithson, 2001). As a result, the same satisfactory FSSB experienced by older employees might
be dissatisfactory or might fail to meet expectations of younger employees. Yet other evidence
suggests that the opposite result might hold or that there are more fine-grained distinctions
between “older” and “younger” employees. Thompson, Payne, and Taylor (2015) suggest that
the youngest employees – particularly those without family-related responsibilities and demands
– might be apathetic towards an organization’s WLB practices because they haven’t started
families of their own and have yet to experience the challenges of balancing work with these
family demands. Thus, FSSB might be viewed more positively among the youngest employees
as compared to older employees.
Regardless of the specific demographic distinction, a key takeaway is that these
necessarily involve the family and nonwork domains. A leader is unlikely to engage in
transformational leadership behaviors differently towards subordinates based on whether they
have children, for example. Furthermore, subordinates’ perceptions of the safety climate or
customer service climate within their workgroup are unlikely to be altered by their nonwork
responsibilities. Yet because FSSB naturally involves these discretionary stimuli from the
nonwork domain, the ambient stimuli and contextual constraints of the workplace may not be
enough to generate a strong consensus and the discretionary stimuli might take away from the
degree to which perceptions are shared (Lindell & Brandt, 2000; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). As
a result, within-group variation may be more likely for FSSB compared to these other, workspecific constructs.
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Relational Dissimilarity
Regardless of demographic dissimilarity within a workgroup, other research shows that
supervisors might vary in their levels of FSSB depending on the nature of their relationship with
different subordinates. A growing body of literature on idiosyncratic deals suggests that some
subordinates are granted the use of flexible work provisions while the requests of others
underneath the same supervisor are denied (e.g., Hornung, et al., 2008; Gajendran, et al., 2015;
Rofcanin, et al., 2017; Rofcanin, Kiefer, & Strauss, 2017; Las Heras, Rofcanin, Bal, &
Stollberger, 2017). Part of this has to do with favoritism and the strength of the leader-member
exchange (LMX) relationship. Matthews and colleagues (2013) suggest that those in more
favorable LMX relationships are more likely to experience FSSB compared to co-workers who
have weaker LMX relationships. Consistent with multilevel theory, previous research shows that
individuals with more positive LMX relationships are more likely to hold shared perceptions
with both their supervisor and other individuals with more positive LMX relationships compared
to those in low LMX relationships (Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989). Furthermore, Powell and
Mainiero (1999) find that supervisors are more reluctant to engage in FSSB directed towards
employees who play more of a crucial role within the workgroup compared to those with more
peripheral roles whose absence is viewed as less consequential.
A second relational aspect concerns the sensemaking process itself. According to
multilevel theory, individuals make sense of their work environment by consulting with other
individuals within that environment (i.e., their co-workers). Because FSSB involves both the
work and nonwork domains, individuals engaging in the sensemaking process have an alternate
relational source: individuals in their nonwork domain. For example, studies suggest that a
spouse or significant other’s perceptions of an organization’s WLB practices influence how the
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focal employee perceives the organization and the supportive behaviors of their supervisor (e.g.,
Wayne, Casper, Allen, & Matthews, 2013; Huffman, Matthews, & Irving, 2017). Whereas an
employee’s co-workers who share work-related experiences help form a consensus within a
workgroup, an employee’s family, friends, and acquaintances outside of work all act as
discretionary stimuli and can help the employee form perceptions which sometimes diverge from
the perceptions of other workgroup members.
Subjective Differences
In comparison to transformational and abusive supervision behaviors, FSSB may not be
readily visible to other workgroup members. As a result, this may make for less salient cues
which prevent sensemaking or hinder the clarity of the sensemaking process. For example, some
aspects of WLB policy implementation remain invisible, like the case of a supervisor providing
instrumental support by helping a subordinate utilize eldercare provisions (Mandeville,
Halbesleben, & Whitman, 2016). Similarly, other examples of supervisors engaging in FSSB –
like instances of emotional support where supervisors allow or tolerate personal phone calls and
offer kind words when a babysitter quits or a death in the family occurs (e.g., Thomas & Ganster,
1995) – may occur behind the scenes where other workgroup members are unable to witness
such interactions or behaviors. While these other members do not necessarily need to know
about such situations – or perhaps are informed after the fact in a more discreet manner – these
information asymmetries could further divergent perceptions where there is disagreement
concerning the extent to which the supervisor engages in FSSB.
Furthermore, even if supervisors grant all requests and these actions are visible to all
workgroup members, individuals are still subject to interpret these actions differently. For
example, one person without family-related needs might view the supervisor’s family supportive
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actions as fair from a needs-based perspective, where individuals who need assistance are
receiving it (Grover, 1991). However, another person without family-related needs in the same
workgroup might view the supervisor’s family supportive actions as unfair from an equity-based
perspective, where individuals who need and receive assistance contribute less to the workgroup
than members who do not (Veiga, et al., 2004). Therefore, although negative and unfair events
are subject to promote sensemaking among workgroup members and ultimately create a
consensus (Priesemuth, et al., 2014), it is unclear as to what degree the experience of FSSB will
be perceived as unfair and negative by others.
Finally, there may be subjectivity in the meaning of terms like “family” and “nonwork.”
For example, Edwards and Rothbard (2000, p. 180) argue that the definitions of work and family
are “intentionally broad, encompassing not only nuclear families in which one or both parents
work but also working teenagers; single working adults with siblings, parents, or other relations;
and other persons who work and have immediate or extended families.” Because these
definitions and terms are intentionally broad, there might be a wide variety of interpretations as
far as how an individual considers his or her supervisor as supportive in these contexts.
Therefore, although perhaps more psychometric in nature, the subjectivity inherent in the
meaning of the terms “family” and “nonwork” are subject to act as another source of withingroup variation.
Summary
The literature to date largely assumes that perceptions of FSSB within workgroups will
be strongly shared, meaning that there will be little within-group variation among workgroup
members’ perceptions. Although these assumptions are reasonable, they have failed to integrate
the tenets of multilevel theory which explain the underlying factors driving these shared
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perceptions. Upon closer examination, there are a variety of discretionary stimuli and apparent
within-group differences which apply specifically to FSSB. Whereas other forms of leadership
behaviors are more readily interpretable, are more visible, are more clearly positive (e.g.,
transformational leadership) or negative (e.g., abusive supervision), and are more amenable to
sensemaking activities, FSSB involves a wider range of interpretations which span from positive
to negative and may be shaped in part due to the differences in work-nonwork needs (or lack of
needs) of each subordinate. FSSBs involve unique discretionary stimuli which are salient in
different ways to different individuals (Lindell & Brandt, 2000). Combined with studies which
caveat that shared perceptions might be somewhat weak and fail to find support for strong levels
of within-group agreement (e.g., Paustian-Underdahl & Halbesleben, 2014), FSSB appears to
represent a unique boundary condition concerning the applicability of multilevel theory and
assumptions of homology in regard to parallel constructs. Accordingly, I argue that a significant
amount of within-group variance is likely to exist for FSSB perceptions within workgroups,
detracting from the overall degree to which perceptions are shared.
Hypothesis 1: When FSSB perceptions are aggregated to the workgroup level of
analysis, there will be a significant amount of within-group variation.
Hypothesis 2: When FSSB perceptions within workgroups are aggregated to the
workgroup level of analysis, there will be less within-group variation among
subgroupings which are similar in terms of demographic (i.e., age) and social (i.e., LMX
and justice climate) attributes.
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CHAPTER 2: THE CASE AGAINST PARALLEL RELATIONSHIPS

Even though within-group variation can weaken the degree to which perceptions of FSSB
among workgroup members are shared, there is still likely to some level of consensus (even if it
is not strong). As a result, FSSB can still be aggregated to the workgroup level of analysis,
allowing for a meaningful investigation of how different average levels of FSSB across
workgroups (i.e., between-group variation) impact workgroup- and individual-level outcomes.
Although the common assumption is that workgroups with lower levels of FSSB will always be
worse off compared to workgroups with higher levels of FSSB, I develop arguments below to
suggest that more complex, non-linear patterns exist.
Homology of Relationships: The influence of FSSB on WFC at the Workgroup Level
A growing body of literature suggests that the relationship between FSSB and work-tofamily conflict (WFC) – or the degree to which the demands from work are perceived as
incompatible with demands from family or the nonwork domain (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985) –
at the individual level of analysis is both linear and negative: the more an individual experiences
FSSB, the lower his or her WFC will be (for a meta-analytic review, see Kossek, et al., 2011)3. If
this relationship is homologous at the workgroup level, then workgroup-level FSSB will have a
linear, negative relationship with workgroup-level WFC, where the higher the average level of

3

Bhave and colleagues (2010) examined workgroup-level WFC, defined as the level of WFC within a
work unit based on the average among all individuals’ WFC ratings within that unit. In terms of
multilevel theory, they argued that WFC aggregates using an additive model, where scores are averaged
regardless of the variance within units (Chan, 1998). Conceptually, they argue that different nonwork
demands experienced by individuals would create variability in an individual’s experience of WFC. Using
multilevel terminology, this variance is due to nonwork influences which act as discretionary stimuli
which individuals – even though they work within the same unit – experience and interpret differently
(Lindell & Brandt, 2000). They chose to focus specifically on the WFC direction (as opposed to FWC)
because they reasoned that members of workgroups were likely to share similar work-related experiences
and demands. For consistency, I limit my investigation to the WFC direction.
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FSSB within a workgroup is, the lower the average level of WFC within the workgroup will be.
Conceptual work implies that this relationship will indeed be homologous, suggesting that higher
levels of FSSB are likely to be beneficial to workgroup-related outcomes and thus should reduce
levels of WFC within workgroups (e.g., Straub, 2012; Kelly, et al., 2008). However, on the basis
of multilevel theory, I argue that this relationship is more complex. I propose that the
relationship between workgroup-level FSSB and workgroup-level WFC is instead curvilinear,
taking an inverted U-shape where lower and higher levels of workgroup-level FSSB will be
associated with lower levels of WFC within workgroups.
Arguing that extremely high levels of workgroup-level FSSB should be associated with
lower levels of WFC within workgroups is neither novel nor new (e.g., Straub, 2012; Kelly, et
al., 2008). However, the suggestion that low levels of FSSB within workgroups is beneficial for
lower levels of WFC within workgroups warrants an explanation. There are at least three reasons
to suggest why this may be the case. First, previous research suggests the presence of a “misery
loves company” effect where strong negative perceptions shared among workgroup members can
counterintuitively yield positive outcomes within groups (e.g., Dineen, Noe, Shaw, Duffy, &
Wiethoff, 2007; Hausknecht, Hiller, & Vance, 2008; Stoverink, Umphress, Gardner, & Miner,
2014; Knight & Eisencraft, 2015; Yang & Kelly, 2016). When perceptions are negative, the
negative feelings associated with these perceptions can be powerful enough to promote
cooperation and positive social functioning among workgroup members (Knight & Eisenkraft,
2015; Menges & Kilduff, 2015). These arguments are rooted within multilevel theory, which
suggests that individuals make sense of their social environments via communications and
interactions with their co-workers (e.g., Klein, et al., 2001; González-Romá, et al., 2002; Luria,
2008; Lindell & Brandt, 2000). In the case of FSSB, an extremely unsupportive supervisor who
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rarely engages in these types of behaviors might unintentionally promote sensemaking processes
and positive social functioning within the workgroup, where members help one another in terms
of covering shifts and sharing work in order to allow both their co-workers and themselves to
better balance their work-family needs and demands.
Second, the FSSB literature suggests that – depending on how FSSB is allocated to
subordinates – some might receive benefits while others won’t. If this is the case for a
workgroup, individuals might rate the FSSBs provided by their supervisor as either extremely
high or extremely low, resulting in a moderate average score for the workgroup as a whole (i.e.,
between-person inconsistency within the workgroup). For example, idiosyncratic work
arrangements where employees are allowed to use flexible work arrangements – a form of
instrumental support, one of the sub-factors of FSSB (Hammer, et al., 2009) – might be granted
to some (but not others) on the basis of individual performance or on the basis of how critical the
individual is to completing key tasks (e.g., Hornung, et al., 2008; Powell & Mainiero, 1999).
Research on idiosyncratic work arrangements suggests that co-workers engage in social
comparison processes to determine and understand whether they receive more or less favorable
treatment compared to others (Vidyarthi, et al., 2016). This differential treatment might also be
intentional, as supervisors can engage in displays of favoritism to provide support to those whom
they favor and ignore the requests or needs of those they do not favor (Matthews, et al., 2013).
Knowledge that others are the beneficiaries of FSSB might serve to heighten the salience or
experience of an individual’s own WFC experiences, particularly strain-based forms of WFC
where “strain symptoms such as tension, anxiety, fatigue, depression, apathy, and irritability”
(Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985, p. 81) are exacerbated under these unfavorable or even unfair
circumstances. Moreover, because some are the beneficiaries of FSSB, it will be harder to
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sustain a “misery loves company” effect within a smaller subset of the workgroup members, as
other co-workers might seek to protect the status quo given their favorable standing.
Third, it’s possible that all workgroup members share a perception that their supervisor is
somewhat average but inconsistent in terms of his or her FSSB (i.e., everyone views the
supervisor as average but has their own inconsistent experiences, at times receiving support and
at times failing to receive support). Multilevel theory suggests that supervisors help create shared
perceptions within workgroups via the consistency of their communication and actions
(Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989; Bashshur, et al., 2011; Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; Luria, 2008).
However, this might not occur in the case for FSSB for various reasons. As one example,
supervisors might be lack knowledge about their organization’s WLB policies and thus might be
inconsistent in their application of rules and procedures (Beauregard & Henry, 2009). As a
second example, supervisors might attempt to be fair in terms of ensuring all subordinates
receive an equal amount of FSSB, consistent with work-family justice perspectives (e.g., Grover,
1991; Veiga, et al., 2004; Judge & Colquitt, 2004). However, some employees might have more
unique needs or challenges (e.g., disability caregivers; Li, et al., 2015) that go unaddressed. As a
third example – related to this second example – supervisors have limited time and attention for
which they can devote to the nonwork needs of their subordinates (Milliken, Martins, & Morgan,
1998). In line with perspectives which conceptualize FSSB as resources (Paustian-Underdahl &
Halbesleben, 2014; Ferguson, et al., 2015), these resources might be finite because the supervisor
can only be so supportive up to a certain point. In all three of these examples, the inconsistency
of the supervisor – while it might help alleviate some instances of WFC for subordinates – might
simultaneously exacerbate the experience of WFC. For example, subordinates with a consistently
unsupportive supervisor might be better prepared to handle a time-based conflict (where a
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scheduling conflict exists between a work activity and a home activity) because they know they
won’t receive support and understand that they should plan accordingly. On the other hand, the
inconsistency of a supervisor who is average in providing FSSB to subordinates can create more
WFC when the subordinate mistakenly hopes that support will be provided.
Given the theorizing and examples above, I suggest that the relationship between FSSB
and WFC at the workgroup level of analysis is not homologous. Specifically, I hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3: Whereas the relationship between FSSB and WFC at the individual level
of analysis is linear and negative, the relationship between FSSB and WFC at the
workgroup level of analysis is curvilinear in the form of an inverse U-shaped pattern.
Taking the arguments above, I reason that workgroup-level FSSB can exert cross-level
effects on individual outcomes. Whereas workgroup-level FSSB conceptualized as a climate
would likely enhance positive effects of individual-level FSSB, I suggest that the opposite
relationship holds when individual-level FSSB and workgroup-level FSSB are simultaneously
considered – particularly in regard to the cross-level relationships involving workgroup-level
FSSB as a predictor4. Stated differently, I argue that the degree to which other workgroup
members receive and experience FSSB should have a negative effect on the focal individual,
increasing his or her level of WFC. From a theoretical perspective, this argument is based on the
numerous studies conceptualize FSSB as a work-based resource provided from supervisors to
subordinates, in line with conservation of resources theory (COR; Hobfoll, 1989), the workhome resources (WH-R) model (ten Brummelhuis & Bakker, 2012), and the job demandsresources (JD-R) theory (Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner, & Schaufeli, 2001; e.g., Ferguson, et
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Although it is possible to examine how individual-level FSSB influences workgroup-level outcomes,
this investigation is beyond the scope of the current hypotheses and framework. Nonetheless, it may be
examined as an area for future research (despite potential challenges of interpreting these types of crosslevel effects).
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al., 2015; Paustian-Underdahl & Halbesleben, 2014; Kossek, et al., in press). According to the
WH-R model, the support provided by a supervisor functions as a contextual resource at work
which can help buffer demands within the home domain (ten Brummelhuis & Bakker, 2012).
Relatedly, training interventions are which are designed to encourage supervisors to engage in
FSSB are hypothesized to increase resources for subordinates and prevent both short- and longterm negative consequences in terms of personal well-being (Kossek, et al., in press). Ferguson
and colleagues (2015) use Hobfoll’s (1989) COR theory to explain how the family supportive
behaviors of supervisors function as a workplace condition resource where individuals use this
resource to create other resource gains, namely the ability to utilize flexible work arrangements.
More generally, Paustian-Underdahl and Halbesleben (2014) use JD-R theory (Demerouti, et al.
2001) to suggest that family supportive behaviors are job resources which enable employees to
reduce their work-family conflict.
However, the inherent challenge facing supervisors is that FSSB may be more accurately
described as a finite resource. As discussed above, this resource may be allocated selectively due
to relational preferences where some subordinates are favored by the supervisor as compared to
others (Matthews, et al., 2013). However, there are also more pragmatic reasons to suggest why
this resource is bounded. Indeed, supervisors’ time and attention is limited – specifically for
addressing the family-related needs of subordinates (Milliken, et al., 1998; ten Brummelhuis &
Bakker, 2012; Beauregard & Henry, 2009). As the gatekeepers of the organization’s WLB
balance policies (Kelly & Kalev, 2006), supervisors are tasked with the sometimes difficult
decisions as to when they should provide FSSB or deny the requests of subordinates. There are
limits upon the degree to which supervisors can provide FSSB in order to ensure that work is
completed. For example, supervisors may be faced with a dilemma as to whether to provide
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FSSB for all workgroup members who are vital to task completion or to deny certain requests to
ensure that work is still completed in a timely manner (Powell & Mainiero, 1999). Furthermore,
if employees who don’t receive FSSB are truly left to “pick up the slack” (Bagger & Li, 2014, p.
1146), this suggests that not only will their current nonwork-demands continue to persist but also
that the situation created by providing FSSB to others may serve to enhance or exacerbate their
current demands. This “competition perspective” suggests that – because FSSB is a fixed
resource – the greatest individual benefits stand be gained to the degree that the individual
receives as much FSSB as possible at the expense of other workgroup members. However, if the
supervisor allocates time and attention to others, these others are more likely to reap the benefits
of FSSB at the expense of the focal individual. Therefore, I suggest the following:
Hypothesis 4: Workgroup-level FSSB (excluding the focal individual’s rating) will have
a positive influence on individual-level WFC.
Hypothesis 5: Workgroup-level FSSB (excluding the focal individual’s rating) will
moderate the relationship between individual-level FSSB and individual-level WFC,
where the negative relationship at the individual level will be weaker to the degree that
workgroup-level FSSB is higher.
Extending the Non-Homologous Arguments: FSSB and Role Overload
Examining the relationship between FSSB and WFC offers a useful starting point for two
reasons: (1) because the relationship between FSSB and WFC at the individual level of analysis
is well established, and (2) because WFC can be conceptualized and operationalized as both an
individual-level and workgroup-level construct (Bhave, et al., 2010). However, the arguments
above should extend to other constructs as well. Role overload is a type of strain which “exists
when an individual has too much work to do in the time available” (Marrone, et al., 2007, p.
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1427). Like WFC, role overload can exist for either an individual or a workgroup as a whole.
Consistent with the literature suggesting that FSSB helps reduce experiences of strain and
combined with the theorizing above which developed Hypotheses 3 through 5, I suggest:
Hypothesis 6: Whereas the relationship between FSSB and role overload at the
individual level of analysis is linear and negative, the relationship between FSSB and role
overload at the workgroup level of analysis is curvilinear in the form of an inverse Ushaped pattern.
Hypothesis 7: Workgroup-level FSSB (excluding the focal individual’s rating) will have
a positive influence on individual-level role overload.
Hypothesis 8: Workgroup-level FSSB (excluding the focal individual’s rating) will
moderate the relationship between individual-level FSSB and individual-level role
overload, where the negative relationship at the individual level will be weaker to the
degree that workgroup-level FSSB is higher.
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CHAPTER 3: THE POTENTIAL DOWNSIDES OF FSSB (AND WITHINGROUP VARIATION)

Collectively, Chapters 1 and 2 attempt to shift the current paradigm suggesting that not
only is within-group variation an extremely relevant yet overlooked consideration in workgrouplevel FSSB perceptions but also that the relationships involving workgroup-level FSSB
perceptions as a predictor differ in their direction and magnitude compared to those involving
individual-level FSSB as a predictor. This prompts an additional consideration of how
workgroup-level FSSB perceptions influence workgroup-specific outcomes, in addition to the
role of which within-group variation as a direct predictor or moderating condition of workgroupspecific outcomes.
Exploring the Potential Downsides of FSSB
In addition to challenging notions of shared perceptions concerning FSSB, this chapter
addresses another shift in thinking: the potential downsides of FSSB. To date, the literature has
been overly positive focusing on the virtues of FSSB which laud it as a win-win scenario where
both organizational performance and individual well-being benefit (Beauregard & Henry, 2009).
While the intentions here are neither to re-cast FSSB as a negative nor entirely undermine this
perspective, consideration of FSSB within a workgroup-level context suggests the existence of
potential downsides, both in terms of certain workgroup-related outcomes and in terms of the
role that within-group variation plays. If this is the case, then these findings will have
implications not only for theory and the academic literature but also for practice.
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Workgroup-Specific Outcomes
Beyond the idea that relationships spanning individual-level FSSB and workgroup-level
FSSB might not be homologous, there is also the possibility that workgroup-level FSSB could
have some unintended, somewhat negative impacts on workgroup-specific outcomes. One
interesting outcome to explore is that of understaffing, which is defined as “a situation where
there are fewer individuals than required to fulfill the essential tasks and functions of a unit”
(Hudson & Shen, 2018, p. 85). According to Hudson and Shen, there are two forms of
understaffing: manpower understaffing occurs when there are not enough individuals to
complete all tasks, whereas expertise understaffing occurs when there are enough personnel but
they lack the relevant knowledge and skills to complete all tasks. Specifically, I consider the
relationship between FSSB and manpower understaffing. While the family supportive supervisor
can provide different types of support, a core component is the instrumental support received
where individuals can tend to their nonwork needs when required (Ferguson, et al., 2015;
Kossek, et al., 2018). While there are clear individual-level benefits (e.g., reduced WFC), the
more all individuals within a workgroup are allowed to prioritize nonwork over work, the more
likely it is that staffing shortages might exist5. Thus, this reveals a potential downside of FSSB.
In other words, what is good for the individual might not always be good for the entire
workgroup.

5

It is possible that this relationship is more complex and may be reciprocal in an ebb-and-flow fashion.
For example, if workgroup-level FSSB leads to understaffing, a subsequent outcome might be lower
levels of workgroup-level FSSB to balance out the understaffing issue. Because (1) there was not enough
data to examine this idea, and (2) the focus was primarily on workgroup-level FSSB as a predictor and
how it influences other workgroup-level outcomes, this is an idea which can be more fully examined in
future research.
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Hypothesis 9: Workgroup-level FSSB will have a positive relationship on understaffing,
such that workgroups will experience greater levels of understaffing to the degree that
FSSB is higher within workgroups.
Within-Group Variation as a Focal Predictor or Moderator
Climate strength is a multilevel theory construct defined as, “the degree of within-unit
agreement among unit members’ climate perceptions” (González-Romá, et al., 2002, p. 465).
Conceptually, climate strength refers to the degree to which workgroup members have similar or
dissimilar perceptions of experiences. One of the more robust findings is that when perceptions
and experiences – including those related to justice, safety, and customer service orientation –
are more similar among workgroup members, the workgroup as a whole will perform better. As
one example, González-Romá and colleagues (2002) found that innovation climates within
workgroups where there was lower within-group variation were associated with higher average
levels of commitment. The same relationship held when examining the within-group variation of
goals orientation climates, where lower within-group variation strengthened the relationship
between goals orientation climates and (a) average levels of satisfaction within the workgroup
and (b) average levels of commitment. In regard to justice climates, relationships between
procedural justice climates within workgroups and outcomes related to team absenteeism and
team performance outcomes were stronger when within-group variation was lower (Colquitt,
Noe, & Jackson, 2002). Finally, the relationship between customer service climate among
workgroup members and customer satisfaction experiences is stronger with lower levels of
within-group variation (Schneider, Salvaggio, & Subirats, 2002). Overall, climate strength
demonstrates how within-group variation can function as either a focal predictor (e.g., greater
dissimilarity causes issues within workgroups) or a moderating condition. Consistent with these
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ideas, a similar line of thinking – albeit rooted in the organizational culture literature – suggests
that the norms, climates, and routines within workgroups in some cases can be uniform but in
other cases can be “fragmented, in a state of constant flux, and infused with confusion, doubt,
and paradox” (Martin, 1992, p. 4). Therefore, if within-group variation exists for FSSB
perceptions – as argued above – then by extension it should influence workgroup-related
outcomes in various ways.
Straub’s (2012) work suggests that workgroup-level FSSB should enhance workgroup
functioning, improve team cohesion, and reduce conflict within workgroups. Yet supervisors
might selectively engage in FSSB, granting permissions and benefits to some but not others (e.g.,
Hornung, et al., 2008). This can be due to displays of favoritism (Matthews, et al., 2013) or due
to the degree to which the subordinate is vital to task completion (where those less important to
the task will be more likely to receive FSSB; Powell & Mainiero, 1999). When this within-group
variation exists, previous research shows not only that discrepancies exist between individuals
who receive favorable treatment from supervisors compared to those who receive unfavorable
treatment (Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989) but also that individuals are keenly aware of the
permissions and benefits granted to their co-workers (Vidyarthi, et al., 2016).
As noted earlier, research suggests that individuals are subject to perceive inequities in
terms of the ways in which supervisors allocate FSSB where some benefit at the expense of
others (e.g., Aryee, et al., 2013; Bagger & Li, 2014). This literature also suggests that there are
social penalties and divides associated with FSSB. For example, men may be ostracized by their
co-workers when they request to use paternity leave while women may experience ridicule when
they attempt to use on-site breastfeeding rooms (e.g., Kirby & Krone, 2002; Spitzmueller, Wang,
Zhang, Thomas, Fisher, Matthews, & Strathearn, 2016; Vandello, Hettinger, Bosson, & Siddiqi,
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2013). These dynamics within workgroups are likely to cause a variety of issues related to the
ways in which members cooperate and get along with each other. Thus, when treatment is
unequal and supervisors are inconsistent in providing FSSB and fail to create a shared or
common understanding, conflict within workgroups is likely to be greater.
For these reasons, I anticipate that greater within-group variation regarding FSSB
perceptions is likely to contribute to workgroup conflict. Specifically, I anticipate that this will
contribute to the creation of relationship conflict, or “interpersonal disagreements not directly
related to the task” (Jehn, 1995, p. 258). Furthermore, building on Straub’s (2012) notions, I also
anticipate that the negative relationship between workgroup-level FSSB (i.e., average unit
scores) and workgroup conflict will be will be stronger to the degree that individuals’ FSSB
experiences are more consistent with each other.
Hypothesis 10: Within-group variation of FSSB perceptions is positively related to
relationship conflict.
Hypothesis 11: The negative relationship between workgroup-level FSSB and
relationship conflict will be stronger to the extent that experiences among workgroup
members are similar (i.e., less within-group variation).
Consistent with the justice literature, the WLB benefits bestowed upon employees might
be considered fair or unfair for a variety of reasons (Grover, 1991; Kossek & Nichol, 1992;
Veiga, et al., 2004). On the one hand, those who do not receive FSSB might view this treatment
as unfair. On the other hand, those who do not receive FSSB – and who do not have a need for
FSSB – might view this treatment as fair because the needs of those who require family-related
support are being fulfilled. In this regard, perceptions of fairness might buffer the potentially
negative effects involving within-group variation. In terms of the work-nonwork interface and
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FSSB, informational justice climate refers to the degree to which supervisors provide honest and
adequate communication regarding the ways in which WLB policies are implemented (Judge &
Colquitt, 2004). While the allocation or distribution of FSSB may be unequal across workgroup
members (i.e., within-group variation), the explanation behind this unequal or seemingly unfair
distribution may help to alleviate any negative effects as supervisors can help remedy and head
off these negative consequences. Taken together, I suggest:
Hypothesis 12: Informational justice climate moderates the positive relationship between
within-group variation of FSSB perceptions and relationship conflict, such that the
positive relationship will be weaker when there is a higher informational justice climate.
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METHODS

Samples and Procedure
Data were collected from six different samples. All samples were used to test Hypotheses
1 and 2, while Samples 1a, 1b, and 2 were used to examine the remaining hypotheses.
Samples 1a and 1b. I used publicly available data from the Work, Family, & Health
Network (WFHN; see Bray, Kelly, Hammer, Almeida, Dearing, King, & Buxton, 2013 for an indepth overview of the study design and procedures). The WFHN is a “transdisciplinary research
effort created by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) designed to enhance the understanding of the impact of workplace practices
and policies on work, family life, and health outcomes”
(https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/wfhn/home). Research teams from the WFHN designed and
implemented a quasi-experimental intervention aimed at (1) improving employee schedule
control, and (2) training supervisors to engage in FSSBs. These interventions were implemented
across two sites: a nursing home organization located in the northeastern United States and an
informational technology (IT) organization located in the western United States. There were 30
different nursing home locations (n = 15 quasi-experimental; n = 15 control) and there were 56
“study groups” (workgroups) in the IT organization (n = 27 intervention, n = 29 control). The
research team conducted a pre-test survey at Time 1 and then implemented the quasiexperimental intervention. Follow-up post-test surveys were conducted after 6- (Time 2), 12(Time 3) and 18-month (Time 4) periods.
Level-2 sample size was a concern, as Bliese (2000) recommends a minimum size of 30
at the highest level of analysis in order to ensure enough statistical power to conduct statistical
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analyses. To maximize the sample size and statistical power for analyses involving Hypotheses 1
and 2, I used the data from Time 1 pre-intervention measures. Since these measures were
collected during the pre-intervention phase, this circumvented any need to control for
intervention and control groups. Sample 1a (Time 1) consisted of 1,524 employees working in 30
different nursing homes, while Sample 1b (Time 1) consisted of 823 employees nested within 56
workgroups at an informational technology (IT) organization.
For the remaining hypotheses, I sought to utilize the time-lagged measures to separate
predictor and outcome variables to help alleviate common method variance concerns. However,
the intervention between Time 1 and Time 2 presented a complicating factor since the
subsequent measures were likely influenced by the intervention and whether individuals were in
the control or intervention condition. Since the samples were too small to consider control
groups only, I used the Time 3 and Time 4 data for both the control and intervention groups6.
Although I included this as a dichotomous control variable in my analyses (1 = intervention
group, 2 = control group), I also reasoned that there would be limited qualitative differences
between the two groups, as a whole year passed since the time of the intervention. Given the
plausibility of regression-to-the-mean effects documented in previous organizational intervention
research (e.g., Greenberg, 1990), I did not have reason to believe that the distinction between
intervention and control groups substantially impacted my results. While a more conservative
approach would have been to use cross-sectional data from Time 4 only, I used two time periods
in order to control for the outcome variable (WFC Time 4; “Outcome”) by including a measure
at the previous time point (WFC Time 3; “Control”) and to reduce concerns about common

6

The levels of within-group variation Time 3 and Time 4 were similar to those from Time 1, which were
used to examine Hypotheses 1 and 2. There also did not appear to be any major differences regarding
within-group agreement based on whether workgroups were in the control or intervention conditions.
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method variance from the use of a single, self-report survey. This dramatically strengthened the
study design and allowed for a more rigorous inference of causality, a point to which I return in
the Discussion section7.
In the nursing home sample (Sample 1a), 1,083 employees across 30 sites participated in
the Time 3 survey. At Time 4, 1,007 employees participated. In the IT organization sample
(Sample 1b), 701 employees across the 56 workgroups participated in the Time 3 survey and 651
employees participated in the Time 4 survey.
Sample 2. Sample 2 is an original data collection at a hospital located in the southeastern
United States. At Time 1, 638 individuals participated in an online survey. As the employee
population of this hospital is approximately 1,200, the response rate was over 50%. Workgroups
were considered those with 3 or more members, resulting in a usable sample size of 602
employees nested within 59 workgroups. The Time 1 data was used to examine Hypotheses 1
and 2. At Time 2 – approximately six months following the Time 1 data collection – 421
individuals nested within 51 workgroups completed a second online survey. However, a large
number of individuals who participated at Time 2 did not participate at Time 1. In total, there
were 253 individuals with matching Time 1 and Time 2 data nested within 36 workgroups. Using
listwise deletion, this was the final sample size for the remaining hypotheses8.

7

I re-ran the analyses separately for the control only and intervention only groupings. These results were
largely consistent with the overall results. For parsimony, I report the results using the entire combined
sample.
8
Pairwise deletion resulted in a sample size of 565 individuals nested within 45 workgroups. Little’s
MCAR Test was not statistically significant (χ2 = 35.984, df = 42, p = 0.731), suggesting that data were
missing at random. When this is the case, using either listwise or pairwise deletion is appropriate for
running analyses. I ran the analyses both ways and the results were similar. Despite the larger sample size
using pairwise deletion, effect sizes tended to be larger using listwise deletion. Following convention and
trading for the larger effect sizes at the expense of sample size, I report the results using listwise deletion.
Cases were deleted for (a) individuals who responded at Time 1 but not Time 2, and (b) individuals who
responded at Time 2 but not Time 1.
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Sample 3. Sample 3 is a convenience sample using snowball sampling techniques via
personal networks. Employees were contacted to participate in a survey and were asked to share
the survey with at least two of their co-workers. Completed surveys were received from 64
employees spanning various occupations (including information technology, accounting,
education, and sports) nested within 15 supervisors. All but one supervisor was based in the
United States. Due to the snowball sampling technique, it is impossible to calculate a response
rate for this sample (see Shockley & Allen, 2015).
Sample 4. Sample 4 is a sample of collegiate field hockey players and coaches in the
United States. 245 head coaches of collegiate field hockey teams were contacted to determine
their level of interest for their team to participate in the survey. Although it is impossible to
determine how many coaches viewed the e-mail, 25 coaches responded with interest. After
learning more information about the study and procedures, 13 of the 25 teams chose to
participate. Completed data were received from 163 players. Collegiate field hockey teams range
in size, with the largest containing about 25 players on an active roster. The response rates across
the 13 teams varied, ranging from 5 to 21 players per team.
Sample 5. Sample 5 consists of 222 employees across various occupations nested under
45 supervisors. All of these employees were located in Greece, providing a more unique cultural
context as the only non-US sample. Like Sample 3, snowball sampling procedures were used, so
it is again impossible to calculate a response rate. All data were collected via surveys.
One unique aspect of these samples is their homogeneity. Samples 1a, 2, and 4 are
demographically homogeneous. For example, in terms of gender, Samples 1a and 2 are
predominately female. Sample 4 is entirely female, where all participants were approximately
between 18 and 22 years of age and didn’t have child caregiving responsibilities. Samples 3 and
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5 are more socially homogeneous. With a snowball sampling procedure, I anticipate that the coworkers recruited by employees were likely in similar social circles and had relatively strong
relationships with each other. These designs provide for built-in controls for some of the
potential demographic and relational differences discussed above, yet still offer enough
flexibility to further explore different subgroupings. Importantly, detecting within-group
variation – combined with these artificial controls where samples are relatively homogeneous –
would strengthen the case against shared perceptions of FSSB and present a stronger challenge to
the underlying theory.
Aggregation Considerations
Chan (1998) developed a typology of composition models, giving researchers different
ways in which to aggregate individual-level perceptions to higher levels of analysis. As
explained by Wallace, Edwards, Paul, Burke, Christian, and Eissa (2016, p. 839), “the specific
composition model (or functional relations among constructs at different levels) is typically
derived from theory and operationalized as some combination (e.g., aggregation) of the lowerlevel units.”
One possible option is the use of an additive model, which is simply the sum or average
of lower level scores where the within-group variance doesn’t matter and is not a relevant
consideration (Chan, 1998). Bhave and colleagues (2010) set a precedent by using an additive
model to examine the work-family conflict levels of the entire workgroup within the context of
individual WFC. Specifically for their cross-level analyses, they calculated workgroup scores of
WFC by excluding the focal participant’s score. They explain the benefits of this calculation in
that “removing the focal individual ensures that the relationship between work group WFC and
individual WFC is not inflated because of the outcome value being included in the predictor
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composite” (p. 149)9. Alternatively, additive models which examine workgroup-level outcomes
can simply use the sum or average of the workgroup as a whole, since there isn’t a focal
participant’s score to consider excluding (e.g., Marrone, et al., 2007 and their use of an additive
model to aggregate role overload to the workgroup level of analysis).
Two other options include direct consensus and referent shift composition models (Chan,
1998). Direct consensus models focus on individual perceptions whereas referent shift models
focus on collective perceptions. While these represent similar yet distinct constructs, the key
difference is the referent: “whether or not a worker is appraising the work environment relative
to oneself or with respect to others” (Wallace, et al., 2016, p. 845). Referent-shift consensus is
said to occur when aggregation is based on “individual assessments of typical group experiences
rather than their own personal experiences” (Priesemuth, et al., 2014, p. 1515). A key feature of
both models is that within-group agreement (usually in the form of an rwg statistic) is required to
justify the aggregation (LeBreton, James, & Lindell, 2005; LeBreton & Senter, 2008; see also
James, 1982) 10. Finally, in a dispersion model, “meaning of [a] higher level construct is in the
dispersion or variance among lower level units” (Chan, 1998, p. 236).
For workgroup-level FSSB perceptions, I use both additive models and referent shift
composition models. The arguments above are primarily against the use of direct consensus
composition models, since individual experiences are expected to differ (thus creating within9

A second alternative is to include the focal participant’s score and group-mean center the workgrouplevel score. I ran analyses using both approaches and the results were mostly similar.
10

Additive models and direct consensus models use the same items, which refer specifically to the
individual completing the measure. The difference is theory driven: additive models disregard withingroup variation whereas direct consensus models – in order to be considered valid – must demonstrate a
sufficiently low level of within-group variation (i.e., a high degree of within-group agreement). In
examining Hypotheses 1 and 2, I refer to the direct consensus model since the within-group agreement is
under investigation. In the remaining hypotheses, I refer to the additive model since I argue against and
find some empirical support against conceptualizing the FSSB aggregated construct based on a direct
consensus model.
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group variation and a lack of consensus). However, referent shift models offer an alternate
conceptualization and require the use of different items because individuals are rating the
workgroup as a whole. For example, if a supervisor is extremely unsupportive towards one
individual but extremely supportive of another individual, this would average out (objectively
speaking) such that the supervisor is moderately supportive towards both individuals. Provided
that there is a sufficient level of within-group agreement using the referent shift composition
model, this offers an alternate conceptualization to the direct consensus model. Moreover, since
the dispersion model takes the variation of the individual-level experiences, the use of the
separate items can help to alleviate reliance on the same scale for calculating mean and
dispersion measures (which are not statistically independent from one another; see Cole,
Bedeian, Hirschfeld, & Vogel, 2011).
Measures
In Samples 1a and 1b, response options for all study variables ranged from 1 = strongly
agree to 5 = strongly disagree. Responses were then reverse recoded, such that higher scores
represented higher levels of FSSB and WFC. Unless otherwise noted, response options for all
study variables in Samples 2 through 5 ranged from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.
All measures were reliable at α = 0.70 or above.
FSSB – All samples. All samples used a version of the 14 item FSSB long form
(Hammer, et al., 2009) or the 4-item FSSB short form (Hammer, et al., 2013). Both scales
capture the four sub-factors of FSSB – emotional support, instrumental support, role modeling
behaviors, and creative work-family management – with the short form using single-item
measures for each dimension. Samples 1a, 1b, and 5 used the short form, with responses
aggregated according to an additive model (Chan, 1998). Sample 2 used two versions of the
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short form, one for an additive / dispersion model and the other for a referent-shift composition
model. Sample 3 used two versions of the long form for both additive and referent shift
composition models. Sample 4 also used two versions of the long form. However, given the
unique nature of the sample (collegiate field hockey players), the word “work” was replaced with
“field hockey,” while references to “nonwork” activities were replaced with “personal
activities.” Since I believe this is the first study to use a referent shift composition model for
aggregating FSSB perceptions, I provide all items in Appendix A. All measures were reliable (α
> .70).
Although scale validation is beyond the scope of this study, one noteworthy observation
is the correlations between the FSSB additive and FSSB referent shift composition models. Chan
(1998) explains that these represent similar – yet distinct – constructs. Thus, it is unsurprising
that the zero-order correlations between the two different versions were .86 (Sample 2), .69
(Sample 3), and .94 (Sample 4). There was only enough statistical power in Sample 2 to run a
multilevel confirmatory factor analysis to determine if these are indeed two unique constructs or
whether they loaded onto a single factor. Model 1 specified a two-factor solution with four items
loading onto an additive factor and the other four items loading onto a referent shift factor, while
Model 2 specified a one-factor solution with all eight items loading onto a single factor. Results
of a statistically significant chi-square difference test indicated that the two-factor model
provided a better fit to the data (χ2 [1] = 650.14, p < .001). The fit indices were also better for
Model 1 (CFI = 0.97, TLI = 0.96, RMSEA = 0.13) compared to Model 2 (CFI = 0.87, TLI =
0.82, RMSEA = 0.27). Thus, consistent with Chan’s (1998) arguments, FSSB as an additive
model and FSSB as a referent shift composition model represent two unique constructs, despite
their strong correlation.
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For the hypotheses assessing within-group variation regarding FSSB perceptions, this
variable was operationalized using a dispersion model (Chan, 1998) by taking the standard
deviation of FSSB using the additive model items. Lower scores represent more similar
experiences or perceptions of FSSB across individuals within a workgroup (i.e., less withingroup variation). It is also important to recall that there is a wider range of possible variation
when mean scores fall in the middle of the range of all possible values (in this case, 3.0 on a 5point Likert scale), while the maximum amount of variation restricted at the lows and highs
(Cole, et al., 2011).
WFC (Outcome; Time 4) – Sample 1a and Sample 1b. WFC (Outcome) was measured
using five items developed by Netemeyer, Boles, & McMurrian (1996). These items were: “The
demands of your work interfere with your family or personal time,” “The amount of time your
job takes up makes it difficult to fulfill your family or personal responsibilities,” “Things you
want to do at home do not get done because of the demands your job puts on you,” “Your job
produces strain that makes it difficult to fulfill your family or personal duties,” and “Due to your
work-related duties, you have to make changes to your plans for family or personal activities.”
Informational justice climate (Time 1) – Sample 2. Informational justice climate was
assessed using a referent shift composition model based on work-family justice items developed
by Judge and Colquitt (2004). These items were: “My supervisor is candid with his or her
communications to members of my workgroup regarding work-family policies and issues,” “My
supervisor thoroughly explains work-family policies and issues to members of my workgroup,”
“My supervisor gives reasonable explanations to members of my workgroup regarding workfamily policies and issues,” “My supervisor communicates details about work-family policies
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and issues in a timely manner to members of my workgroup,” and “My supervisor tailors his or
her communications to my workgroup members' specific work-family needs.”
Role overload (Time 2) – Sample 2. Individual role overload was assessed using three
items from Marrone, et al. (2007). The items were: “It often seems like I have too much work for
one person to do,” “The expectations for what I should do are too high,” and “I feel that I have
taken on too much.” Following the precedent set by Marrone and colleagues – and in line with
procedures outlined by Bhave and colleagues (2010) – these items were aggregated to the
workgroup level of analysis using an additive model to calculate a workgroup-level role overload
score.
Understaffing (Time 2) – Sample 2. Understaffing is a workgroup-level variable and was
assessed using the three-item scale developed by Hudson and Shen (2018). The items were: “Our
department needs more employees,” “There are not enough employees in our department to
complete all required job tasks,” and “If work goes undone in our department, it is primarily due
to not having enough employees to do it.” Higher scores represented greater understaffing issues
within workgroups.
Relationship conflict (Time 2) – Sample 2. Relationship conflict focuses on
“interpersonal disagreements not directly related to the task” (Jehn, 1995, p. 258) and was
assessed with the following 4 items: “How much friction is there among members in your
department?,” “How much are personality conflicts evident in your department?,” “How much
tension is there among members in your department?,” and “How much emotional conflict is
there among members in your department?” Items were scored ranging from 1 = none to 5 = a
lot.
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Control variables. I controlled for three variables in the analyses involving Samples 1a
and 1b. First, as mentioned above, I controlled for whether groups were part of the intervention
groups or control group. This is a dichotomous variable labelled condition, where 1 =
intervention and 2 = control. Second, I controlled for WFC (Control) at Time 3 using the same
five items above. Inclusion of this variable allowed for a more rigorous test of causality in terms
of determining how FSSB impacts WFC. Third, consistent with previous literature, I controlled
for workgroup size, as group size has been shown to have main effects on various workgrouprelated outcomes (e.g., Colquitt, et al., 2002). From a theoretical perspective, it is possible that
the size of the group influences how supervisors engage in FSSBs with their subordinates.
I controlled for two variables in the analyses involving Sample 2. First, following the
rationale above, I controlled for workgroup size. Second, given that the different workgroups in
hospitals likely varied on the degree to which they are interdependent, I controlled for task
interdependence using five items based on Van Der Vegt, Emans, and Van De Vliert (2001). The
items were: “I have to obtain information and advice from my colleagues in order to complete
my work,” “I depend on my colleagues for the completion of my work,” “I have a one-person
job; I rarely have to check or work with others” (reverse coded), “I have to work closely with my
colleagues to do my work properly,” and “In order to complete their work, my colleagues have to
obtain information and advice from me.”
To test Hypothesis 2, I considered the possibility of subgroups based on demographic and
relational differences among three of the samples11. In Sample 2, I used the informational justice
climate items to calculate a high-low median split dividing workgroups into subgroupings. In
Sample 4, I used 7 items to assess LMX based on the items from Scandura and Graen (1984) and

11

There were no feasible demographic or relational variables to consider in the publicly available data for
Samples 1a and 1b. Workgroup sizes for Sample 3 were too small to examine subgroups.
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also created high-low subgroupings using a median split. Finally, in Sample 5 I considered
whether differences in age groupings (i.e., subgroups of younger and older employees, relative to
the group median) influenced the level of agreement.
Attrition Checks
For Samples 1a and 1b, I conducted attrition checks using a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) by comparing the Time 3 responses of employees who participated in the Time 4
survey compared to employees who did not participate in the Time 4 survey. In Sample 1a, there
were statistically significant differences between the FSSB measure at Time 3 (mean = 3.66
versus 3.52). The mean score was higher for Time 4 participants compared to Time 4 dropouts.
However, there were no statistically significant differences in the outcome variable. Moreover,
given that there was a relatively small amount of attrition in terms of the overall sample size
(approximately only 7% of the Time 3 sample), I did not have strong reason to believe that
attrition impacted my results. For Sample 1b, there were no statistically significant differences
across any of the study variables between individuals who participated at Time 4 and those who
did not. All analyses used listwise deletion.
For Sample 2, three measures were collected at Time 1: FSSB using an additive model,
FSSB using a referent shift composition model, and informational justice climate. Individuals
who completed Time 2 surveys had higher scores across all three measures compared to those
who did not complete a Time 2 survey: 3.99 versus 3.80 for FSSB additive model (p < .05), 3.95
versus 3.80 for FSSB referent shift (p < .10), and 3.93 versus 3.76 for informational justice
climate (p < .05). One thing attrition might have influenced was the amount of within-group
variation regarding FSSB perceptions. It is clear that those who did not participate in the Time 2
survey held lower FSSB perceptions compared to those who participated in both surveys. It is
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also possible that – with the removal of these participants – the Time 1 indices of within-group
agreement would be higher given the removal of the divergent, more negative perceptions.
However, the indices of within-group agreement largely remained the same. Besides this
consideration, I did not have any reason to believe that attrition severely influenced any other
results.
Planned Analyses
To examine Hypotheses 1 and 2, I calculated within-group agreement using the rwg(j)
statistic for each sample. The rwg(j) statistic generally ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. Values of 0.70
and above are considered an indication of strong within-group agreement and a relative lack of
within-group variation, while values below 0.70 reflect a significant amount of within-group
variation. I ran three calculations for each statistic reported: one based on a uniform distribution,
one factoring in a slight leniency bias (i.e., a slightly skewed positive distribution), and one
based on a normal distribution. Calculations based on the uniform distribution are generally
reported, although Biemann and colleagues (2012) warn that these values tend to be inflated –
particularly when considering the shared nature of leadership perceptions. Thus, I also
considered the slightly skewed positive distribution, reasoning that individuals may succumb to
social desirability pressures when rating their supervisor (or coach, in the case of Sample 4). For
completeness, I also considered the normal distribution. The prevalence of idiosyncratic deals
and the different work-family needs of individual employees suggests it is possible that, on
average, employees tend to experience a moderate level of FSSB from their supervisors with
outliers on both the high and low ends of the continuum. Calculations based on all three indices
are in line with best practice recommendations for aggregating leadership-related constructs
(Biemann, et al., 2012).
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I also considered the possibility of a bimodal distribution within workgroups (PaustianUnderdahl & Halbesleben, 2014). One way to detect the presence of bimodal distributions – or
subgroups – is to examine the rwg or rwg(j) statistic for each group to determine if there are any
extremely large negative values (LeBreton & Senter, 2008). For the most part, large negative
values were mostly absent in the calculations across all six samples. Nonetheless, I re-ran the
analyses for Samples 2, 4, and 5 using a high-low split based on the median of each workgroup
within the sample. For Sample 2, I divided workgroups into high and low informational justice
climate subgroupings. For Sample 4, I divided teams into high and low LMX subgroupings. Both
of these served as proxies to determine if relational differences existed within the original larger
groupings. As a proxy for demographic differences, I divided Sample 5 into younger and older
subgroups based on the median age of each workgroup12. I report these analyses below.
All analyses testing Hypotheses 3 through 12 were conducted in SPSS v24. To examine
individual-level relationships (level-1) between FSSB and WFC (in Samples 1a and 1b) and
between FSSB and role overload (in Sample 2), I used hierarchical linear modeling (HLM;
Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). HLM was appropriate to control for the nesting of data, as the
employees were located in different sites (Sample 1a) and workgroups (Samples 1b and 2). In
Step 1, I ran a null model with no predictors. In Step 2 for Samples 1a and 1b, I entered the three
control variables: condition, workgroup size, and WFC Control. For Sample 2, I entered
workgroup size and task interdependence as the control variables in Step 2. In Step 3, I entered
individual-level FSSB as a linear predictor and then in Step 4 I entered individual-level FSSB as
a squared term. Although I did not hypothesize a curvilinear relationship at this level of analysis,
I included Step 4 for exploratory purposes and to confirm the linear relationship was a better fit
12

While gender-based subgroups are interesting to consider, the samples were too homogenous or too
small to thoroughly examine this idea. I re-ran the analyses from Sample 2 using only the female
population (n = 465 out of 602); results were consistent with those reported below for the entire sample.
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to the data. In the event that there were curvilinear trends to examine and plot, I grand-mean
centered all variables. I included the -2 Log Likelihood (Deviance), AIC, and BIC statistics to
determine which model fit the data best. Smaller values suggest a better fit for the data. I also ran
χ2 difference tests on the -2 Log Likelihood Deviance values by taking the difference between the
value in the current model (e.g., Step 2) and the previous model (e.g., Step 1). For interpretative
purposes, statistically significant differences suggest that the current model is a better fit to the
data compared to the previous model.
To examine workgroup-level relationships (level-2), I used OLS regression since all
variables were at the same level of analysis. Consistent with an additive model (Chan, 1998), I
aggregated the FSSB, WFC (Samples 1a and 1b), and role overload (Sample 2) variables to the
group level of analysis by taking the average scores from each workgroup. In Step 1, I entered
the control variables discussed above. In Step 2, I entered FSSB as the predictor variable and I
entered the FSSB squared term in Step 3. I also re-ran the analyses for Sample 2 using the FSSB
referent shift composition model. To determine the incremental variance accounted for in each
step of the regression analysis, I included R2 and ΔR2 statistics.
Combined, these analyses provide tests for Hypothesis 3 and 6. Hypotheses 4, 5, 7, and 8
followed the same HLM procedures discussed above. However, in Step 3 I entered FSSB as an
individual-level and as a workgroup-level predictor, while in Step 4 I created an interaction term.
Step 3 thus tested Hypotheses 4 and 7, while Step 4 provided a test for Hypotheses 5 and 8.
Importantly, I ran this analysis in two different ways. First, I followed procedures outlined by
Bhave and colleagues (2010) and Robinson and O’Leary-Kelly (1998) where the additive model
was calculated using the additive items by excluding the focal participant’s score. Thus, the
workgroup-level measure of FSSB represented the score of everyone else within the workgroup.
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Second, to address concerns about excluding the focal participant’s score from the workgrouplevel calculation, I also ran the analyses by centering the level-1 individual FSSB scores (again
using the additive items) at the group mean to calculate the workgroup-level FSSB score.
Overall, the results across both methodologies were similar.
Hypotheses 9 through 12 focused on variables at the workgroup-level of analysis, so OLS
regression was used. The test for Hypothesis 9 to examine the impact of workgroup-level FSSB
on understaffing within workgroups followed the same procedure outlined above, but again was
conducted twice: once using FSSB with an additive model and once using FSSB with a referent
shift composition model. Hypothesis 10 stated that within-group variation would promote
relationship conflict while Hypothesis 11 stated that the negative relationship between average
FSSB scores within workgroups using the referent shift composition model (a) would have a
negative relationship on relationship conflict and (b) that this relationship would be stronger to
the extent that experiences were similar across workgroup members (i.e., lower within-group
variation). Because this test included a measure of separation (the standard deviation of the
FSSB additive model items), the average of the FSSB additive model workgroup score was
entered in Step 1 as a control variable following best practice recommendations (Klein, et al.,
2001). In Step 2, I entered the average FSSB referent shift composition model score and the
standard deviation of the FSSB additive score as predictors (Hypothesis 10). In Step 3 I created
an interaction term for these two predictors (Hypothesis 11).
Hypothesis 12 considered whether an informational justice climate would buffer the
negative relationship between within-group variation and relationship conflict (Hypothesis 10).
In Step 1 I controlled for both the average workgroup FSSB score using the additive model
(since this follows best practices as I would be entering the within-group variation in Step 2;
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Klein, et al., 2001) and the average workgroup FSSB score using the referent shift composition
model (since variables which have a theoretical connection to the outcome variable should also
be controlled for in analyses; Bernerth & Aguinis, 2016). In Step 2, I entered the within-group
variation of FSSB perceptions based on the additive model and the informational justice climate
variable. In Step 3, I entered the interaction term combining the two variables from Step 2.
For statistically significant interaction terms, I plotted the interaction at 1 standard
deviation above and below the mean. I also probed the interaction following procedures outlined
by Preacher, Curran, and Bauer (2006) to determine the regions of significance, including
whether the slopes of the lines at 1 standard deviation above and below the mean were
statistically significant. For cross-level interactions, I used Case 3 which specifies one
individual-level predictor and one workgroup-level predictor (see:
http://www.quantpsy.org/interact/hlm2.htm for additional information; see also Preacher, et al.,
2006).
It is important to note that there were various ways to test the hypotheses, including the
use of alternate methods and different decisions associated with which samples to use or report.
As one example, polynomial regression (e.g., Edwards, 2007) could have addressed a similar
research question related to Hypotheses 4, 5, 7, and 8. However, I opted for the regression
analyses reported below because – from a conceptual standpoint – polynomial regression would
have (a) removed the focus from the workgroup-level of analysis and placed it more on the
individual-level of analysis, and (b) may have required alternate or slightly different theorizing.
Overall, the decisions to use the planned analyses discussed above reflect a combination of best /
most commonly accepted practices in addition to which analyses best fit the nature of the
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hypotheses. Nonetheless, future research can re-frame these hypotheses and test them using
different approaches.
Aggregation checks
Prior to examining the results, an important consideration is the intraclass correlation – or
ICC(1) – statistic when examining cross-level models and effects within HLM analyses. ICC(1)
statistics can be calculated by running a null HLM model where only the outcome variable is
included (Step 1). The ICC(1) statistic explains how much between-group variance exists
compared to within-group variance. In Sample 1a, the ICC(1) was virtually zero, suggesting that
all of the variance in the individual-level WFC outcome is attributable to individual-level
predictors. This suggests that a cross-level relationship involving workgroup-level FSSB will
have no or minimal impact on individual-level WFC. Nonetheless, I include this analysis for
Sample 1a for completeness and to replicate the positive effect of individual-level FSSB on
reducing individual-level WFC for Hypothesis 3. The ICC(1) for WFC in Sample 1b was 0.12
while the ICC(1) for role overload in Sample 2 was 0.06. Generally, an ICC(1) of 0.05 and above
is considered enough to warrant cross-level investigations and HLM analysis. The ICC(1) for
understaffing (0.18), relationship conflict (0.19), and task interdependence (0.06) were all above
the 0.05 cutoff. Thus, all other analyses were conducted as planned.
Another important observation is that low ICC(1) statistics do not suggest that the level-2
analysis is unwarranted. While a low ICC(1) value suggests that a cross-level analysis examining
the impact of workgroup-level FSSB on individual-level WFC is unnecessary or inappropriate,
the examination of workgroup-level FSSB on workgroup-level WFC is still appropriate. Thus,
the testing of Hypotheses 3 and 6 using the OLS regressions also proceeded as planned.
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RESULTS

Tables 1, 2, and 3 display the descriptive statistics – including means, standard
deviations, correlations, and reliabilities – for Samples 1a, 1b, and 2, respectively. For
organizational purposes, the correlations are split between level-1 and level-2 variables. This is
more a stylistic choice than anything else, as level-1 and cross-level correlations should be
interpreted with much caution as they do not account for the nested structure of the data (Kossek,
et al., 2018). Also for organizational purposes, the results are arranged and discussed in order of
each hypothesis.
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics (Sample 1a)
Level 1
1. WFC (Control)
2. FSSB
3. WFC (Outcome)

M
2.69
3.65
2.66

SD
0.88
0.84
0.87

1
(.90)
-.25**
.64**

Level 2
1. WFC (Control)
2. Condition
3. Size
4. FSSB (M)
5. FSSB (SD)
6. WFC (Outcome)

M
2.69
1.54
36.10
3.65
0.82
2.66

SD
0.16
0.49
15.24
0.20
0.12
0.16

1
--.33**
-.19**
-.33**
.01
.44**

2

3

4

5

6

(.90)
-.22**

(.91)

2

3

4

5

6

-.11**
-.07*
-.05
.02

--.06
-.01
-.21**

--.64**
-.10**

--.11**

--

Notes: n = 1,083 (T3), 1,007 (T4); * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01; M = mean, SD = standard deviation; Level-1 correlations
should be interpreted with caution as they do not account for the nesting of level-1 observations within level-2 units.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics (Sample 1b)
Level 1
1. WFC (Control)
2. FSSB
3. WFC (Outcome)

M
2.92
3.81
2.84

SD
0.91
0.82
0.88

1
(.92)
-.32**
.69**

Level 2
1. WFC (Control)
2. Condition
3. Size
4. FSSB (M)
5. FSSB (SD)
6. WFC (Outcome)

M
2.92
1.49
12.52
3.81
0.77
2.84

SD
0.40
0.50
9.04
0.28
0.22
0.37

1
-.14**
-.10*
-.47**
.11**
.76**

2

3

4

5

6

(.90)
-.25**

(.91)

2

3

4

5

6

--.29**
-.21**
.13**
.18**

--.19**
.26**
-.09*

--.47**
-.32**

-.02

--

Notes: n = 701 (T3); 651 (T4); * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01; M = mean, SD = standard deviation; Level-1 correlations
should be interpreted with caution as they do not account for the nesting of level-1 observations within level-2 units.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics (Sample 2)
Level 1
1. FSSB (A)
2. Role Overload

M
3.99
2.80

SD
0.87
0.94

1
(.96)
-.16*

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

(.89)

Level 2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
M
SD
1
1. Group Size
7.03 4.90
--2. FSSB (A) M
3.98 0.37 .17**
.89**
(.97)
3. FSSB (RS) M
3.92 0.38 .14*
(.98)
.10
.90**
.92**
4. IJC
3.91 0.37
**
**
(.87)
-.28
-.33** -.29**
5. Understaffing
3.67 0.49 .18
.09
(.96)
6. Rel. Conflict
2.20 0.54 .21** -.25** -.35** -.31**
(.77)
.03
.18**
.22**
.18**
-.27**
.04
7. Interdependence 3.15 0.39
.49**
.15*
-.01
8. Role Overload
2.81 0.42 .15* -.29** -.31** -.36**
**
**
**
**
**
--.34
-.31
-.27
.12
-.02 .20**
.32
9. FSSB (A) SD
0.80 0.27 .19
-.25** -.36** -.19**
.33**
.16*
.82** -.04
.08
10. FSSB (RS) SD
0.82 0.26 -.04
Notes: n = 602 (T1), 472 (T2); * p < .05; ** p < .01; A = Additive Model; RS = Referent Shift; M = mean; SD =
standard deviation; Level-1 correlations should be interpreted with caution as they do not account for the nesting of
level-1 observations within level-2 units

Hypothesis 1. Table 4 reports the results of the rwg(j) calculations which tested Hypothesis
113. Using the uniform distribution (left column), all of the samples except Sample 1a achieved a
sufficient level of within-group agreement. The middle column of Table 4 shows the results of
the rwg and rwg(j) calculations based on the slight leniency bias distribution. These results stand in
stark contrast to those presented in the left hand columns where none of the overall FSSB
measures reached an rwg(j) value at or above the 0.70 cutoff, ranging from 0.39 to 0.69. The right
hand columns of Table 4 report the results of the rwg(j) calculations based on the normal
distribution. Again, no within-group agreement statistics exceeded the 0.70 threshold. Although
within-group agreement exceeded the commonly accepted threshold using the uniform
distribution, scholars warn that use of this distribution assumption – where individuals have an
equally likely chance of selecting any response option – may produce estimates which are
13

As a point of comparison, I also examined the median rwg(j) values by combining all of the samples
together. I specifically considered the uniform distribution assumption (as this is the most commonly
reported statistic; rwg(j) = 0.76 for direct consensus composition model; rwg(j) = 0.79 for referent shift
composition model) and the slight leniency bias distribution assumption (as this is perhaps the most
appropriate assumption for ratings of supervisors; rwg(j) = 0.76 for direct consensus composition model;
rwg(j) = 0.61 for referent shift composition model; rwg(j) = 0.66). The interpretation of these results is largely
consistent with the results of Hypothesis 1 presented in Table 4.
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“spuriously high” or “inflated” (Biemann, et al., 2012, p. 69) and thus “should be considered an
upper-bound of within-group agreement” (p. 72). Given the theory-driven arguments discussed
above which present a stronger case for using either the slight leniency distribution or normal
distribution, Hypothesis 1 tends to receive a fair amount of support. Overall, use of the direct
consensus model appears to be inappropriate for aggregating FSSB perceptions as there is a
somewhat significant amount of within-group variation. Conceptually, the additive model and
referent shift composition model are both justified, although the empirical evidence for the
referent shift composition model casts some doubts regarding its appropriateness14.
Table 4: Median rwg(j) Calculations
Sample 1a (DC)

Uniform
FSSB
0.66

Slight Leniency
FSSB
0.39

Normal
FSSB
0.05

Sample 1b (DC)

0.77

0.63

0.46

Sample 2 (DC)
Sample 2 (RS)

0.79
0.79

0.65
0.66

0.46
0.49

Sample 3 (DC)
Sample 3 (RS)

0.72
0.78

0.51
0.64

0.27
0.48

Sample 4 (DC)
Sample 4 (RS)

0.81
0.81

0.68
0.69

0.55
0.55

Sample 5 (DC)

0.81

0.68

0.55

Notes: DC = Direct Consensus; RS = Referent Shift; Values in bold (>0.70) meet empirical criteria for determining
within group agreement

Hypothesis 2. Table 5 reports the results of the subgroup analysis. Sample 2 was divided
into 68 subgroups (minimum size of 3 employees) on the basis of the median split for
informational justice climate (27 low, 41 high; n = 535). Sample 4 was divided into 24
subgroups (minimum size of 3 field hockey players) on the basis of the median split for LMX
(11 low, 13 high; n = 154 players). Sample 5 was divided into 38 subgroups (n = 120 employees)
14

For the purposes of thoroughly analyzing the data for this dissertation, I still use the referent shift
composition model in subsequent analyses where possible.
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on the basis of a median split for age. Using the uniform distribution (left column), all of the
values exceeded the 0.70 cutoff, demonstrating acceptable levels of agreement. Notably, the
strong levels agreement held when using the slight leniency bias distribution (middle column).
Although the values were slightly lower compared to the uniform distribution, they still exceeded
the 0.70 threshold. The results also improved when using the normal distribution. Overall,
Hypothesis 2 received strong support, with the results of the subgroup analyses suggesting that
within-group variation is more likely when workgroups experience relational or demographic
dissimilarities.
Table 5: Subgroup analysis of Median rwg and rwg(j) Calculations
Sample 2
Direct Consensus
Referent Shift

Uniform
FSSB
0.88
0.91

Slight Leniency
FSSB
0.88
0.91

Normal
FSSB
0.73
0.81

Sample 4
Direct Consensus
Referent Shift

FSSB
0.83
0.82

FSSB
0.83
0.82

FSSB
0.65
0.68

Sample 5
Direct Consensus

FSSB
0.83

FSSB
0.77

FSSB
0.55

Notes: Subgroups were created on the basis of a high-low median split using informational justice climate (Sample
2), leader-member exchange relationships (Sample 4), and age (Sample 5); Values in bold (>0.70) meet empirical
criteria for determining within group agreement; Subgroup distinctions were not available for Samples 1a, 1b, and 3.

Hypotheses 3. Hypothesis 3 suggested that the relationship between FSSB and WFC
would be negative and linear at the individual level of analysis, but curvilinear in an inverse Ushape at the workgroup level of analysis. Table 6 displays the level-1 (individual) results for
Sample 1a, while Table 7 displays the level-2 (workgroup) results. As shown in Step 3 of Table
3, FSSB had a negative linear effect on WFC (B = -0.08, p < .01). Notably, the curvilinear effect
in Step 4 was not statistically significant, as anticipated. Moreover, the addition of the squared
term made the model a worse fit as compared to the model in Step 3. As shown in Step 2 of
Table 7, FSSB at the workgroup level had a positive effect on workgroup-level WFC (B = 0.06,
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p < .05). However, the addition of the curvilinear term in Step 3 is not only statistically
significant but also explains an additional 9% of variance in the outcome. As shown in Figure 2,
the curve takes the form of an inverse U-shape, as anticipated. Thus, Hypothesis 3 received full
support in Sample 1a.
Table 6: Hypothesis 3 Test – Level-1 Regression Analysis (Sample 1a)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.66

0.03

p

B

***

2.67
0.64
0.06
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Size

Step 2
SE

Step 3
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.02
0.05
0.00

***

FSSB (H3)

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.03

***

0.62
0.06
-0.00

0.03
0.05
0.00

***

0.62
0.06
-0.00

0.03
0.05
0.00

***

-0.08

0.03

**

-0.06

0.16

-0.00

0.02

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

FSSB Squared
Random
Effects
Residual
Group

0.75
0.00

ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC

0.03
0.00

0.00
2459.47
3
2463.47
2473.20

***

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

0.01
1978.14
6
1982.14
1991.87

Δχ2

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

0.01
1972.43
7
1976.43
1986.16
***

481.33

Step 4
SE

p

p

***

0.01
1978.17
8
1982.17
1991.89
*

5.71

-5.74

t

Outcome: Individual-level WFC; p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Table 7: Hypothesis 3 Test – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 1a)
Constant
WFC (Control)
Condition
Size
FSSB
FSSB Squared (H3)

Step 1
B
SE
2.67
.00
0.48
.03
0.20
.01
-0.15 .00

p
***
***
***
***

B
2.67
0.49
0.07
-0.00

Step 2
SE
0.00
0.03
0.01
0.00

0.06

0.02

p
***
***
***
***

*

B
2.67
0.53
0.04
-0.00

Step 3
SE
0.00
0.03
0.01
0.00

5.90

0.50

***

-0.81

0.07

***

p
***
***
***
***
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R2
ΔR2

0.24

***

0.25
0.01

*

0.34
0.09

***

Outcome: Workgroup-level WFC; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Figure 2: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB and WFC at the Workgroup Level of Analysis
(Sample 1a). This corresponds to findings in Table 6 (Hypothesis 3)
Table 8 displays the level-1 (individual) results for Sample 1b, while Table 9 displays the
level-2 (workgroup) results. As shown in Step 3 of Table 8, FSSB had a negative linear effect on
WFC (B = -0.05, p > .05). Although this effect was not statistically significant, it was in the
expected direction. Although the curvilinear effect in Step 4 was marginally significant at a p <
.10 level, the addition of the squared term made the model a worse fit as compared to the model
in Step 3. As shown in Step 2 of Table 6, FSSB at the workgroup level has a positive effect on
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workgroup-level WFC (B = 0.11, p < .05). Moreover, the addition of the curvilinear term in Step
3 was statistically significant, although it only explained an additional 1% of incremental
variance. Nonetheless, as shown in the plot in Figure 3, the curve again takes the form of an
inverse U-shape, as anticipated. Overall, Hypothesis 3 received mixed support in Sample 1b. The
anticipated replication effect at the individual-level of analysis was not supported, but the more
interesting curvilinear effect at the workgroup-level of analysis received support.
Table 8: Hypothesis 3 Test – Level-1 Regression Analysis (Sample 1b)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.86

0.05

p

B

***

2.85
0.66
0.04
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Size

Step 2
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.85

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

FSSB (H3)

Step 3
SE

B

0.03

***

2.85

0.03

***

0.65
0.04
-0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

0.65
0.04
-0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

-0.05

0.03

0.32

0.20

-0.05

0.03

t

0.38
0.02

0.02
0.01

***

FSSB Squared
Random
Effects
Residual
Group
ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC
Δχ2

0.69
0.09
0.12
1599.51
3
1603.51
1612.39

0.04
0.03

***
**

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***
t

0.05
1236.59
6
1240.59
1249.46
362.92

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***
t

0.05
1231.93
7
1235.93
1244.79
***

Step 4
SE

p

4.66

Outcome: Individual-level WFC; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

0.05
1233.58
8
1237.58
1246.44
*

-1.65

p

t
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Table 9: Hypothesis 3 – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 1b)
Constant
WFC (Control)
Condition
Size

B
2.84
0.68
0.06
0.00

Step 1
SE
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.00

p
***
***
**

FSSB

B
2.84
0.72
0.07
0.00

Step 2
SE
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.00

0.11

0.04

p
***
***
**

**

FSSB Squared (H3)
R2
ΔR2

0.58

***

0.59
0.01

**

B
2.84
0.73
0.08
0.00

Step 3
SE
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.00

3.85

0.81

***

-0.48

0.10

***

0.60
0.01

p
***
***
***

***

Outcome: Workgroup-level WFC; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Figure 3: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB and WFC at the Workgroup Level of Analysis
(Sample 1b). This corresponds to findings in Table 8 (Hypothesis 3).
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Hypotheses 4 and 5. Hypothesis 4 suggested that workgroup-level FSSB would have a
positive impact on individual-level WFC, while Hypothesis 5 suggested an interaction such that
workgroup-level FSSB would attenuate the negative relationship between individual-level FSSB
and individual-level WFC. As noted above, the ICC(1) in Sample 1a was extremely low.
Nonetheless, I ran the planned analyses and these results are displayed in Tables 10 and 11.
Table 10 displays the results when aggregating FSSB to the workgroup-level by excluding the
focal participant score, whereas Table 11 displays the results when aggregating FSSB to the
workgroup-level using the group-mean centering technique. Not surprisingly, Hypotheses 4 and
5 failed to receive support in Sample 1a.
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Table 10: Hypothesis 4 and 5 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 1a, Method 1)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.66

0.03

p

B

***

2.67
0.64
0.06
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Group Size

Step 2
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.02
0.05
0.00

***

FSSB
(Individual)
FSSB (Group)
(H4)

Step 3
SE

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.03

***

0.61
0.06
-0.00

0.03
0.05
0.00

***

0.61
0.06
-0.00

0.03
0.05
0.00

***

-0.07

0.03

**

-0.08

0.03

**

0.09

0.13

0.09

0.13

-0.04

0.13

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

FSSB
(Individual) *
FSSB (Group)
(H5)
Random
Effects
Residual
Group
ICC
Deviance
# of
Parameters
AIC
BIC

0.75
0.00

0.03
0.00

***

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

Step 4
SE

p

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

0.00
2459.47
3

0.01
1978.15
6

0.01
1974.18
8

0.01
1976.35
9

2463.47
2473.20

1982.15
1991.88

1978.18
1987.90

1980.35
1990.07

3.97

-2.17

Δχ2

481.32
t

***

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; p < .10; Outcome variable is WFC (Level 1)

p

***
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Table 11: Hypothesis 4 and 5 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 1a, Method 2)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.66

0.03

p

B

***

2.67
0.64
0.06
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Group Size

Step 2
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.02
0.05
0.00

***

FSSB
(Individual)
FSSB (Group)
(H4)

Step 3
SE

B

0.03

***

2.67

0.03

***

0.61
0.06
-0.00

0.02
0.05
0.00

***

0.61
0.06
-0.00

0.03
0.05
0.00

***

0.05

0.13

0.05

0.13

-0.13

0.13

-0.13

0.13

-0.00

0.02

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

FSSB
(Individual) *
FSSB (Group)
(H5)
Random
Effects
Residual
Group
ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC
Δχ2

0.75
0.00
0.00
2459.47
3
2463.47
2473.20

0.03
0.00

***

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

0.01
1978.15
6
1982.15
1991.88
481.32

***

Step 4
SE

p

0.44
0.01

0.02
0.01

***

0.01
1973.65
8
1977.65
1987.37

0.01
1979.31
9
1983.32
1993.03

4.50

-5.67

p

***

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; Outcome variable is WFC (Level 1)

Tables 12 and 13 display the results for Sample 1b. As shown in Table 12, neither the
workgroup-level FSSB predictor nor the interaction term were statistically significant when
aggregating FSSB to the workgroup level by excluding the focal participant score. In Table 13,
the workgroup-level FSSB predictor was statistically significant but in the opposite direction
when aggregating using the group-mean centering technique15. Thus, Hypothesis 4 was not

15

There are two plausible explanations for this finding, one conceptual and one methodological. First, one
might argue that this measure which includes the focal participant’s score might function as a type of
work-family climate variable. In this case, it might be expected that the direction of the sign would be
negative where the work-family climate helps reduce an individual’s WFC. Second, from a
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supported. However, as shown in Step 4 of Tables 12 and 13, the interaction term was
statistically significant at a p < .10 level using the first approach (Table 12) and a p < .05 level
using the second approach (Table 13). The plot of these interactions (Figure 4) suggests two
different interpretations. However, there three are problematic elements which render the
interpretation meaningless. First, the intervals on the y-axis are extremely small, suggesting that
the two lines are actually quite similar. Second, the regions of significance are far from the mean.
For the interaction which uses the calculation excluding the focal participant’s score, the regions
of significance are outside of -2.15 standard deviations and 1.08 standard deviations – suggesting
that there are no statistically significant differences anywhere between the plotted area (-1.00
standard deviation below the mean to 1.00 standard deviation above the mean). Similarly, for the
interaction which uses the calculation based on group-mean centering, the regions of significance
are between -28.78 standard deviations and -7.40 standard deviations. Third, Tables 12 and 13
indicate that the addition of the interaction term did not enhance the fit of the model and, instead,
made it worse. Thus, the more parsimonious model with the interaction term excluded should be
retained. Accordingly, Hypothesis 5 was not supported.

methodological perspective, it is common that the sign flips when differentiating between these two
methods of calculating the workgroup score. Therefore, the effect might be driven simply due to
statistical factors. Given that these results were relatively weak overall and that a comparison of statistical
methods is beyond the scope of this hypothesis, additional data is likely required to provide a more solid
understanding of this issue.
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Table 12: Hypothesis 4 and 5 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 1b, Method 1)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.86

0.05

p

B

***

2.85
0.66
0.04
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Group Size

Step 2
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.85

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

FSSB
(Individual)
FSSB (Group)
(H4)

Step 3
SE

B

0.03

***

2.85

0.03

***

0.65
0.03
-0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

0.64
0.03
-0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

-0.05

0.03

-0.05

0.03

0.08

0.10

0.10

0.10

-0.20

0.11

t

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***

FSSB
(Individual) *
FSSB (Group)
(H5)
Random
Effects
Residual
Group
ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC
Δχ2

0.69
0.09
0.12
1599.51
3
1603.51
1612.39

0.04
0.03

***

**

0.39
0.02

0.03
0.01

***
t

0.05
1236.59
6
1240.59
1249.56
362.92

***

Step 4
SE

p

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***
t

0.05
1233.97
8
1237.97
1246.83

0.05
1233.39
9
1237.39
1246.24

2.61

0.59

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; Outcome variable is WFC (Level 1)

p
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Table 13: Hypothesis 4 and 5 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 1b, Method 2)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.86

0.05

p

B

***

2.85
0.66
0.04
-0.00

WFC (Control)
Condition
Group Size

Step 2
SE

p

B

0.03

***

2.85

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

FSSB
(Individual)
FSSB (Group)

Step 3
SE

B

0.03

***

2.89

0.04

***

0.65
0.06
0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

0.65
0.06
0.00

0.03
0.07
0.00

***

0.08

0.12

0.06

0.12

-0.14

0.13

-0.15

0.13

-0.06

0.03

*

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***

FSSB
(Individual) *
FSSB (Group)
Random
Effects
Residual
Group
ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC
Δχ2

0.69
0.09
0.12
1599.51
3
1603.51
1612.39

0.04
0.03

***

**

0.39
0.02

0.03
0.01

***
t

0.05
1236.59
6
1240.59
1249.56
362.92

***

Step 4
SE

p

0.39
0.02

0.02
0.01

***
t

0.06
1232.92
8
1236.92
1245.78

0.06
1234.16
9
1238.16
1247.01

3.66

-1.23

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; Outcome variable is WFC (Level 1)

p

t
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Figure 4: Interaction between Group-level FSSB and Individual-level FSSB. This corresponds to
findings in Table 13 (Hypothesis 5); the inclusion of this interaction term did not enhance the
model and the results of the Δχ2 test suggest that the more parsimonious model without the
interaction term provides a better fit to the data. Thus, this interaction should be interpreted with
caution.

Hypothesis 6. Hypothesis 6 mirrors Hypothesis 3, except role overload (Sample 2) is
examined as an outcome instead of WFC. Hypothesis 6 suggested that the relationship between
FSSB and role overload would be negative and linear at the individual level of analysis, but
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curvilinear in an inverse U-shape at the workgroup level of analysis. Table 14 displays the level1 (individual) results, while Table 15 displays the level-2 (workgroup) results. As shown in Step
3 of Table 14, FSSB had a negative linear effect on role overload (B = -0.16, p < .05). Again, the
curvilinear effect in Step 4 was not statistically significant, as anticipated. Moreover, the addition
of the squared term made the model a worse fit as compared to the model in Step 3. As shown in
Step 2 of Table 15, FSSB at the workgroup level has a negative effect on workgroup-level role
overload (B = -0.41, p < .001 for the additive model, B = -0.43, p < .001 for the referent shift
composition model). The addition of the curvilinear term in Step 3 is marginally significant for
the additive model (p < .10) and explains an additional 1% of variance. However, the addition of
the curvilinear term in Step 3 is statistically significant for the referent shift composition model
(p < .001) and explains an additional 4% of variance. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the curve
takes the form of an inverse U-shape, as anticipated. Overall, Hypothesis 6 received strong
support.
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Table 14: Hypothesis 6 Test – Level-1 Regression Analysis (Sample 2)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.80

0.07

Step 2
SE

p

B

***

2.81

0.08

0.00
0.15

0.02
0.19

Size
Interdependence

Step 3
SE

p

B

***

2.80

0.07

0.01
0.16

0.02
0.18

-0.16

0.07

FSSB A (H6)

B

***

2.80

0.07

0.01
0.16

0.02
0.18

-0.04

0.46

-0.01

0.06

0.84
0.05

0.08
0.04

*

FSSB A Squared
Random Effects
Residual
Group

0.83
0.06

ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC

0.07
649.85
3
653.85
660.80

Δχ2

0.08
0.04

***

0.83
0.07

0.08
0.05

***

0.84
0.05

0.07
656.97
5
660.97
667.90

0.06
649.86
6
653.86
660.75

-7.12

7.12

0.08
0.04

Step 4
SE

p

***

0.06
653.53
7
657.53
664.41
**

0.38

Outcome: Individual-level Role Overload; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001; A = Additive Model

p
***

***
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Table 15: Hypothesis 6 Test – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 2)
Using Additive Model Aggregation

Constant
Interdependence
Size

Step 1
SE
B
2.81 0.03
0.16 0.07
0.01 0.01

p
***
*
*

FSSB (A)

B
2.81
0.23
0.02

Step 2
SE
0.02
0.06
0.01

***

-0.41

0.07

***

p
***
**

FSSB (A) Squared
R2
ΔR2

0.04

***

***

0.17
0.12

B
2.81
0.22
0.01

Step 3
SE
0.02
0.06
0.01

1.51

1.15

-0.24

0.14

P
***
**
*

t

t

0.17
0.01

Using Referent Shift Aggregation

Constant
Interdependence
Size

Step 1
B
SE
2.81 0.03
0.16 0.07
0.01 0.01

p
***
*
*

FSSB (RS)

B
2.81
0.25
0.02

Step 2
SE
0.02
0.06
0.01

***

-0.43

0.07

***

p
***
**

FSSB (RS) Squared
R2
ΔR2

0.04

***

0.18
0.14

***

B
2.81
0.29
0.01

Step 3
SE
0.02
0.06
0.01

***

3.58

1.13

**

-0.51

0.14

***

0.22
0.04

P
***
*

***

Outcome: Workgroup-level Role Overload; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001; A = Additive Model; RS =
Referent Shift
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Figure 5: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB (Direct Consensus) and Role Overload at the
Workgroup Level of Analysis (Sample 2). This corresponds to findings in top portion of Table
15 (Hypothesis 6).
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Figure 6: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB (Referent Shift) and Role Overload at the
Workgroup Level of Analysis (Sample 2). This corresponds to findings in bottom portion of
Table 15 (Hypothesis 6).
Hypotheses 7 and 8. Hypothesis 7 suggested that workgroup-level FSSB would have a
positive impact on individual-level role overload, while Hypothesis 8 suggested an interaction
such that workgroup-level FSSB would attenuate the negative relationship between individuallevel FSSB and individual-level role overload. Table 16 displays the results when aggregating
FSSB to the workgroup-level by excluding the focal participant score, whereas Table 17 displays
the results when aggregating FSSB to the workgroup-level using the group-mean centering
technique. Overall, Hypothesis 7 was not supported. Contrary to expectations, workgroup-level
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FSSB (using the group-mean centering technique) was negatively related to individual-level role
overload, although this effect only approached statistical significance (B = -0.34, p < .10).
Moreover, as shown in Step 4 of the analyses Hypothesis 8 did not receive any support.
Table 16: Hypothesis 7 and 8 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 2, Method 1)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.80

0.07

Step 2
SE

p

B

***

2.81

0.08

0.00
0.15

0.02
0.19

Workgroup Size
Interdependence

Step 3
SE

p

B

***

2.81

0.07

0.01
0.18

0.02
0.18

-0.16

0.07

-0.12

0.17

FSSB A
(Individual)
FSSB A (Group)
(H7)

B

***

2.82

0.07

0.01
0.17

0.02
0.18

-0.15

0.07

-0.11

0.17

-0.23

0.21

0.84
0.04

0.08
0.05

*

FSSB A
(Individual) *
FSSB A (Group)
(H8)
Random Effects
Residual
Group

0.83
0.06

ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC

0.07
649.85
3
653.85
660.80

Δχ2

0.08
0.04

***

0.83
0.07

0.08
0.05

***

0.84
0.05

0.07
656.97
5
660.97
667.90

0.05
651.03
7
655.03
661.91

-7.12

5.94

0.08
0.05

Step 4
SE

p

***

0.05
651.14
8
655.14
662.02
t

0.03

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; Outcome variable is role overload (Level 1); A = Additive Model

p
***

*

***
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Table 17: Hypothesis 7 and 8 – Cross-Level Results (Sample 2, Method 2)
B
Fixed Effects
Intercept

Step 1
SE

2.80

0.07

Step 2
SE

p

B

***

2.81

0.08

0.00
0.15

0.02
0.19

Workgroup Size
Interdependence

Step 3
SE

p

B

***

2.81

0.07

0.01
0.19

0.02
0.18

-0.13
-0.34

0.08
0.19

FSSB A (Individual)
FSSB A (Group)
(H7)

B

***

2.81

0.07

0.01
0.19

0.02
0.18

-0.14
-0.34

0.08
0.19

-0.12

0.26

0.84
0.04

0.08
0.05

t
t

FSSB A (Individual)
* FSSB A (Group)
(H8)
Random Effects
Residual
Group

0.83
0.06

ICC
Deviance
# of Parameters
AIC
BIC

0.07
649.85
3
653.85
660.80

Δχ2

0.08
0.04

***

0.83
0.07

0.08
0.05

***

0.84
0.04

0.07
656.97
5
660.97
667.90

0.05
650.19
7
654.19
661.08

-7.12

6.78

0.08
0.05

Step 4
SE

p

***

p
***

t
t

***

0.05
650.87
8
654.87
661.75
*

-0.68

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; Outcome variable is role overload (Level 1); A =
Additive Model
Hypothesis 9. Hypothesis 9 considered the relationship between workgroup-level FSSB
and understaffing within workgroups. I hypothesized that workgroup-level FSSB would have a
positive relationship with understaffing, such that higher levels of FSSB would increase
understaffing within workgroups. Contrary to expectations, Step 2 in Table 18 shows that
workgroup-level FSSB has a negative relationship with understaffing (B = -0.38, p < .001 for the
additive model; B = -0.41, p < .001 for the referent shift composition model). Given this
unexpected finding, I also included a curvilinear term in Step 3. This was statistically significant
for the additive model (B = -0.46, p < .01) and approached statistical significance for the referent
shift composition model (B = -0.31, p < .10). As shown in Figures 7 and 8, these curves are in
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the form of an inverse-U shape. Thus, although Hypothesis 9 was not supported, the results
suggest that understaffing increases as workgroup-level FSSB rises from low to moderate levels,
but eventually decreases at higher level.
Table 18: Hypothesis 9 Test – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 2)
Using Additive Model Aggregation

Constant
Interdependence
Size

Step 1
SE
B
3.67 0.03
-0.35 0.08
0.02 0.01

p
***
***
**

FSSB (A)

Step 2
B
SE
3.67
0.03
-0.29 0.07
0.02
0.01

***

-0.38

***

0.08

p
***
***

FSSB (A) Squared
R2
ΔR2

0.11

***

***

0.18
0.08

Step 3
B
SE
3.67
0.03
0.02
0.07
-0.31
0.01

p
***
***
**

3.35

1.31

*

-0.46

0.16

**

**

0.21
0.03

Using Referent Shift Aggregation

Constant
Interdependence
Size

Step 1
B
SE
3.67 0.03
-0.35 0.08
0.02 0.01

p
***
***
**

FSSB (RS)

B
3.67
-0.27
0.02

Step 2
SE
0.03
0.07
0.01

***

-0.41

0.08

***

p
***
***

FSSB (RS) Squared
R2
ΔR2

0.11

***

0.21
0.10

***

B
3.67
-0.24
0.02

Step 3
SE
0.03
0.07
0.01

1.987

1.31

-0.31

0.17

0.22
0.01

Outcome: Understaffing; t p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001; A = Additive Model; RS = Referent Shift

p
***
**
**

t

t
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Figure 7: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB (Additive Model) and Understaffing at the
Workgroup Level of Analysis (Sample 2). This corresponds to findings in top portion of Table
18 (Hypothesis 9).
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Figure 8: Curvilinear Relationship between FSSB (Referent Shift) and Understaffing at the
Workgroup Level of Analysis (Sample 2). This corresponds to findings in bottom portion of
Table 18 (Hypothesis 9).
Hypotheses 10 and 11. Hypothesis 10 suggested that within-group variation of FSSB
perceptions would lead to an increase in relationship conflict, while Hypothesis 11 suggested that
workgroup-level FSSB would have a negative impact on workgroup conflict and that this impact
would be stronger to the degree that within-group variation of FSSB perceptions was lower. As
shown in Step 2 of Table 19 and in support of Hypothesis 10, there was greater relationship
conflict (B = 0.40, p < .01) within workgroups to the degree that there was greater within-group
variation of individuals’ FSSB perceptions. Moreover, in line with Straub’s (2012) arguments,
average workgroup-level FSSB (using the referent shift composition model) had a negative
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impact on relationship conflict (B = -0.84, p < .001). Overall, the addition of these two predictors
explained an additional 11% of variance in relationship conflict. However, the hypothesized
interaction in Step 3 was not supported. Despite this finding, the results from Hypothesis 10 still
provide evidence that within-group variation of FSSB perceptions is a relevant predictor to
consider which impacts workgroup dynamics.
Table 19: Hypotheses 10 and 11 Test – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 2)
Constant
Interdependence
Size
FSSB A Average (Control)

B
2.20
0.12
0.03
-0.46

Step 1
SE
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.09

p
***

***
***

FSSB RS Average
FSSB A Standard Deviation
(H10)

B
2.20
0.15
0.02
0.42

Step 2
SE
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.18

-0.84
0.40

0.17
0.12

p
***
t
***
*

***
**

FSSB RS Average *
FSSB A Standard Deviation
(H11)
R2
ΔR2

0.14

***

0.24
0.11

***

Step 3
B
SE
2.21 0.03
0.16 0.08
0.02 0.01
0.54 0.20
-0.89
0.46

0.18
0.13

0.44

0.32

p
***
*
***
**

***
**

0.25
0.01

Outcome: Relationship Conflict; *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10; A = Additive Model; RS = Referent
Shift

Given the lack of finding a statistically significant interaction and despite warnings about
examining the interactions of the mean and standard deviation of the same variable (Cole, et al.,
2011), I re-ran these analyses using solely the additive items (creating an interaction term with
the workgroup-level FSSB average using the additive model and the within-group variation of
FSSB perceptions, also using the additive model items). The correlation between the mean and
standard deviation was -0.34, p < .05 (see Table 5), so multicollinearity and the statistical nonindependence wasn’t a major concern. The interaction term approached statistical significance (p
< .10), explaining less than 1% of additional variance. The slope of the line when within-group
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variation was 1 standard deviation above the mean was -0.52 whereas the slope of the line when
the inconsistency was 1 standard deviation below the mean was -0.83. Consistent with
expectations, these findings are interpreted such that workgroup-level FSSB had a greater
negative association with relationship conflict when individuals’ experiences were more
consistent (i.e., less within-group variation). The regions of significance were between -112.58
standard deviations below the mean and 2.13 standard deviations above the mean. Conceptually,
it did not make sense to re-run the analysis using the mean and standard deviation of the referent
shift items, since the standard deviation of the referent shift items would not necessarily reflect
individuals’ experiences of FSSB. Nonetheless, I ran this analysis for exploratory purposes and
did not find any statistically significant interactions.
Hypothesis 12. Table 20 displays the results of the test for Hypothesis 12, which
suggested that informational justice climate would buffer the finding from Hypothesis 10 where
within-group variation of FSSB perceptions would increase relationship conflict. Informational
justice climate did not have a statistically significant relationship with relationship conflict when
entered in Step 2 of the regression equation (B = -0.04, p > .05). However, when the interaction
term was entered in Step 3, the relationship began to approach statistical significance (B = -0.57,
p < .10). Interestingly, the inclusion of the interaction term also flipped the sign regarding the
relationship between within-group variation of FSSB perceptions and relationship conflict, such
that less – and not more – within-group variation was associated with higher levels of
relationship conflict (B = -2.25, p = .05). The interaction term was also statistically significant (B
= 0.71, p < .05) and is plotted in Figure 9. When informational justice climate was 1 standard
deviation below the mean, the slope of the line for within-group variation of FSSB perceptions
was B = -2.51, p < .05 whereas when informational justice climate was 1 standard deviation
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above the mean the slope of the line was B = -1.99, p > .05. The regions of significance were
between -0.32 SD (and below) and 9.81 SD (and above). Also noteworthy and providing some
support to the hypothesis is that, although the slopes of the lines were in the opposite direction,
the intercepts for the line when informational justice climate was 1 standard deviation below the
mean were consistently higher compared to the intercepts for the line when informational justice
climate was 1 standard deviation above the mean (with the difference in the intercepts
statistically significant at the lower bound region of the plot, p < .05). Thus, this provides some
evidence that an informational justice climate helps buffer the negative effects of within-group
variation of FSSB perceptions. However, because the slopes of the lines were flipped when the
interaction term was entered, these results should be interpreted with caution. Moreover, it is
important to note that the correlations between informational justice climate and the FSSB
variables were extremely high (Table 3). Therefore, multicollinearity may have influenced these
results.
Table 20: Hypothesis 12 Test – Level-2 Regression Analysis (Sample 2)
Constant
Interdependence
Size
FSSB A Average (Control)
FSSB RS Average

B
2.20
0.16
0.03
0.31
-0.86

Step 1
SE
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.18
0.18

p
***
*
***
t
***

IJC
FSSB A Standard Deviation

B
2.20
0.15
0.02
0.44
-0.82

Step 2
SE
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.21
0.22

-0.04
0.41

0.24
0.13

p
***
t
**
*
***

**

IJC * FSSB A Standard
Deviation (H12)
R2
ΔR2

0.21

***

0.24
0.03

**

Step 3
B
SE
2.20 0.03
0.14 0.08
0.02 0.01
0.63 0.22
-0.91 0.22

p
***
t
**
**
***

-0.57
-2.25

0.33
1.14

t

0.71

0.30

*

0.26
0.02

Outcome: Relationship Conflict; IJC = Informational Justice Climate; *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05; t p < .10;
A = Additive Model; RS = Referent Shift; FSSB A Standard Deviation in Step 3: p = 0.050

t

*
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Figure 9: Interaction between Within-Group Variation of FSSB Perceptions and Informational
Justice Climate
Summary. Across multiple samples, the 12 hypotheses overall received mixed support
with some receiving stronger support than others. While the specific interpretation – including
the nuances – of each hypothesis is explained above, Table 21 provides a succinct summary of
the results.

H1

H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12

Sample 1a
No
n/a
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Table 21: Summary of Results
Sample 1b
Sample 2
Sample 3
Partial
Partial
Partial
n/a
Yes
n/a
Yes
Yes
n/a
No
No
n/a
No
No
n/a
Yes
Yes
n/a
No
No
n/a
No
No
n/a
n/a
No
n/a
n/a
Yes
n/a
n/a
No
n/a
n/a
Yes
n/a

Sample 4
Partial
Yes
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Sample 5
Partial
Yes
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
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DISCUSSION

In contrast to the previous literature, I considered multilevel theory more closely to
determine whether assumptions of homology pertaining to the work-nonwork interface are
accurate. First, I challenged the assumption concerning whether perceptions of FSSB are shared
within workgroups. In addition to presenting a new theoretical perspective to suggest why FSSB
represents a boundary condition to the tenets of multilevel theory, I also presented empirical
evidence which bolstered this case. Second, I considered whether relationships at the workgroup
level of analysis are homologous with those at the individual level of analysis. One of the more
robust findings was that while FSSB has a linear, negative relationship with outcomes (i.e., WFC
and role overload) at the individual level of analysis, a curvilinear, inverse U-shaped relationship
exists for outcomes at the workgroup level of analysis (i.e., WFC and role overload).
Importantly, this finding suggests that relationships involving FSSB are not homologous as they
move from the individual level to the workgroup level. Third, I examined some downsides of
FSSB specifically as it pertains to workgroup-related outcomes. Within-group variation of FSSB
perceptions appears to play an important role as a focal predictor which can disrupt or inhibit
workgroup processes and performance. Collectively, these findings represent a paradigm shift
regarding the ways in which FSSB (and potentially other work-nonwork variables) should be
viewed in a workgroup- or team-related context. The implications of these findings are discussed
below.
Theoretical Implications
Overall, I contributed to multilevel work-family theory by challenging and re-assessing
the assumptions of homology and notions of shared perceptions which have dominated and
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become taken-for-granted within the literature. First, I explained how FSSB at the individual
level of analysis is not homologous with FSSB at the workgroup level of analysis. Despite their
nesting within the same workgroup, I explained how workgroup members experience a wide
variety of discretionary stimuli including idiosyncrasies within the work environment regarding
the ways in which FSSB is experienced and different influences from their nonwork
environments. Collectively, these factors help create divergent perceptions and dissimilarities, in
part characterized by demographic and relational differences among workgroup members.
Empirical data across six unique samples began to bear this out, as there was somewhat limited
evidence for sufficient levels of within-group agreement. More generally, these arguments and
this evidence suggest that the work-nonwork interface represents a potential boundary condition
concerning the applicability of the tenets of multilevel theory which have been used to establish
many other work-related, homologous workgroup-level constructs.
Grounded in multilevel theory, I established that the link between FSSB and WFC
(Samples 1a and 1b) and between FSSB and role overload (Sample 2) at the individual level
(linear and negative) is different than the link between workgroup-level FSSB and workgrouplevel WFC (Samples 1a and 1b) and workgroup-level FSSB and workgroup-level role overload
(Sample 2). This suggests that other relationships involving work-nonwork constructs – like the
ways in which WLB policies within organizations are perceived (e.g., family supportive
organization perceptions; Allen, 2001) – might have non-linear effects in terms of influencing
other well-being or satisfaction attitudes within workgroups. Although the previous literature
acknowledged the potential for between-group variation (where some workgroups will
experience higher or lower average levels of FSSB compared to others), my findings challenge
the prevailing assumption that higher average levels of FSSB will demonstrate a linear
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relationship with positive workgroup-related outcomes. Importantly, this suggests that
workgroups with moderate levels of FSSB may be the most problematic in terms of overall wellbeing and how the members function together as a unit (e.g., the curvilinear relationship with
understaffing). Notably, the two outcomes I examined – WFC and role overload – were negative
in nature. Nonetheless, these arguments should apply to positive outcomes (e.g., mental health
and well-being) where the workgroup-level relationships will be in the pattern of a U-shaped
curve. Future research can determine if the same relationships hold for other attitudinal outcomes
previously examined at the individual level of analysis, like job satisfaction.
These findings also reveal some potential downsides of FSSB, adding to the literature on
work-family backlash. Previous studies suggest that the ways in which WLB policies are
implemented might be inequitable in various ways (e.g., Rothausen, Gonzalez, Clarke, & O’Dell,
1998; Hammer, et al., 2011; Matthews, et al., 2013). In general, however, these studies suggest
that when FSSB is inequitable, those who perceive the treatment as unfair tend to exhibit a “sour
grapes” effect where job attitudes worsen (e.g., lower levels of job satisfaction; Kossek &
Nichol, 1992). However, the curvilinear relationships discussed above add a new dimension: the
ways in which FSSBs are allocated can negatively affect not only the work-related attitudes of
employees but also the well-being of employees. Thus, much in the way that demands from work
and family are seen as incompatible with each other when an individual experiences work-family
conflict (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985), it seems there may be ways in which FSSB and work –
when viewed beyond the individual level and adopting the perspective of the workgroup as a
whole – exhibit a type of incompatibility with one another. A “double whammy” might occur,
where individual employees who don’t receive FSSB not only (1) don’t receive FSSB in the first
place to help alleviate their WFC, but also (2) might see an increase in WFC as they experience
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increased demands as a result of others receiving FSSB. More generally, these findings speak to
the overall neglect of consideration as to how FSSB experienced by one individual has wider
effects on the workgroup as a whole. This impact can be experienced in a variety of ways, from
creating relational tensions among workgroup members to more directly hindering team
processes and performance.
The relatively weak level-1 effect sizes and linear relationships in Samples 1a and 1b
have implications for the existing literature which examines relationships between FSSB and
WFC at the individual level of analysis. Importantly, I was able to control for WFC by including
a measure with the FSSB predictor variable. Not surprisingly, the zero-order correlations were
much stronger compared to the effect sizes once the WFC control variable was included in the
regression analyses. On the one hand, this suggests that previous studies which don’t control for
WFC at a previous time point (or use cross-sectional data) might overstate the positive effects of
FSSB. On the other hand, although the effect sizes were smaller in the analyses presented above,
some were still statistically significant. Thus, it appears that FSSB is still beneficial in terms of
reducing WFC at the individual level, even when subjected to a more rigorous test of causality.
Moreover, failure to find evidence of any curvilinear effects at the individual level of analysis –
which were not hypothesized – is also in line with previous findings, indicating that the more an
individual employee experiences FSSB, the more it will help in reducing his or her levels of
WFC.
Finally, a theoretical contribution stems from the in-depth methodological discussion
from above. Aggregation decisions – while there are a variety of empirical options – ultimately
should be driven by theory (Chan, 1998; Wallace, et al., 2016). Because individuals’ FSSB
experiences are likely to vary, I argued that it made little sense to use direct consensus
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composition models (i.e., where perceptions are shared based on individuals’ appraisals of their
own experiences). This is an important contribution because previous studies have primarily
relied on the direct consensus composition model, despite caveats that there might be a wide
degree of within-group variation (e.g., Hill, et al., 2016). Moreover, previous studies have failed
to consider referent shift composition models. Again based on theory, it is more reasonable to
assume that individual assessments regarding the FSSB experienced by the workgroup as a
whole will be more in sync and aligned compared to assessments regarding their own personal
experiences. Also as explained above, additive models might be appropriate when only the
average scores are of interest and within-group variation is not a relevant consideration. Thus,
my work provides two separate and unique, theoretically-derived options for aggregation.
Limitations and Future Research
There are a certain shortcomings which warrant attention and open up areas for further
investigation. In regard to the tests of the first two hypotheses, two of the six samples had a small
level-2 (workgroup) sample size which were below the generally accepted cutoff of n = 30
(Bliese, 2000). Nonetheless, the other four samples either met or exceeded this cutoff. Moreover,
the two samples with the smaller level-2 sample size were still informative for assessing withingroup variation. Regarding the average level-1 (individual) sample size of each workgroup,
future research can consider whether workgroup size functions as an additional explanatory
source for within-group variation. Research on subgroups shows that larger group sizes (a) pose
threats to members in terms of identifying with the workgroup – particularly when the
workgroup is heterogeneous in terms of its composition, and (b) require greater attention for
coordinating work and workgroup processes (Cummings, Kiesler, Zadeh, & Balakrishnan,
2013). As noted above, supervisors and leaders have limited time and attention to devote to the
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work-family needs of their subordinates (Milliken, et al. 1998). Thus, larger workgroups may
experience greater within-group variation for two reasons. First, the supervisor might direct
FSSB towards some – but not all – workgroup members (e.g., the distinction between low-LMX
versus high-LMX subgroups in Sample 4). Second, the supervisor might attempt to evenly
distribute FSSB across the entire workgroup as opposed to “playing favorites.” However,
disagreement about the level of FSSB may still occur because workgroups members are likely to
differ in the severity of their nonwork needs and demands. Thus, some will be satisfied whereas
others will be dissatisfied.
An additional shortcoming of the data in terms of uncovering within-group variation
concerns a lack of demographic dissimilarity among each of the samples. However, this
sampling procedure was intentional and may be viewed as a more conservative test, as
demonstrating instances concerning a lack of separation even among homogeneous workgroups
(e.g., primarily female samples in Samples 1a, 2 and 4) suggest that there are other potential
sources of separation beyond demographics. Relatedly, Samples 3 and 5 used a snowball
sampling procedure which potentially inflated the level of agreement obtained. Because
employees were asked to distribute surveys to at least two of their co-workers, they most likely
recruited the co-workers with whom they had the closest relationships. These are likely the
individuals who engage in sensemaking together and thus are more likely to share similar
perceptions of their supervisors compared to other individuals within the workgroup who weren’t
recruited. Again, this served as an artificial control mechanism, suggesting that there is still the
potential for within-group variation concerning perceptions of FSSB even among co-workers
with strong relationships.
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A third potential shortcoming concerns the treatment of FSSB as a whole instead of
focusing more specifically on each sub-factor. This approach is consistent with previous studies,
as most view FSSB holistically while only a couple of studies consider one specific sub-factor
(c.f., Ferguson, et al., 2015; Koch & Binneweis, 2015). Nonetheless, subordinates may be more
likely to share perceptions about some sub-factors compared to others. For example, from a
conceptual point of view, emotional support and instrumental support both appear to be more
individually-focused and reactionary. The experience of FSSB in these instances may be
prompted by an individual’s unique nonwork circumstances. Although the supervisor might be
responsive, these behaviors directed specifically towards an individual might be viewed as
instances of favoritism or neglect of other co-workers. In contrast, role modeling behaviors and
creative work-family management are more likely to be visible to all members of the workgroup.
Therefore, a more fine-grained inference suggests that there may be more disagreement
concerning the emotional support and instrumental support sub-factors as compared to the role
modeling and creative management sub-factors. Future research might further explore the
nuances of each sub-factor and determine additional reasons as to why or why not subordinates
are likely to share similar perceptions. However, multicollinearity might present a challenge as
the four sub-factors are highly correlated. This also raises a related question as to whether this
investigation becomes too fine-grained and that the distinctions among the sub-factors – both
conceptual and in terms of within-group variation – may be so minimal that they are not worth
investigating (Appendix C provides additional details on this point).
As noted earlier, one issue plaguing the work-family literature is the meaning of the word
“family,” both in terms of its conceptual meaning for theoretical purposes and in terms of its
meaning on individual survey items for psychometric equivalence purposes. Despite the
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nomenclature of family supportive supervisor behaviors, the items in the FSSB scales
specifically refer to “nonwork” as opposed to “family.” Nonetheless, “nonwork” is another broad
and vague term. Thus, a systematic source of within-group variation might come from different
interpretation of what “nonwork” means. For example, a supervisor might be supportive of
employees who attend part-time school in the evening but might not be supportive of employees
who want to devote evening time to leisure activities – even though both fall under the umbrella
of “nonwork.” This is in line with recent approaches to more clearly specify the “nonwork” area
of interest, including personal lives (e.g., Wilson & Baumann, 2015) and specific areas of
personal life including health, friendships, romance, community, leisure, and education (Keeney,
Boyd, Sinha, Westring, & Ryan, 2013). Future research should consider the possibility that
employees are more likely to agree on perceptions of FSSB to the degree that the aspect of the
nonwork domain is specified.
Although I outlined demographic dissimilarity and relational dissimilarity as two key
mechanisms as to why within-group variation of FSSB perceptions would exist, this isn’t an
exhaustive list. On the one hand, it may be impractical or difficult to control or factor out every
possible mechanism or source of within-group variation (which, if done, would likely result in
beneficial or positive relationships involving FSSB and individual-level outcomes once all of
these dissimilarities are controlled). On the other hand, there are likely additional factors that
shape these perceptions – particularly at more macro levels of analysis – for which future
research can better account. First, occupational context might play a role. As Golden (2009)
explains, different occupations have different levels of access to flexible work arrangements (see
also Kossek & Lautsch, 2018). Interestingly, teachers rank among the lowest in access to
workplace flexibility due to the nature of their work which requires their physical presence and
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adheres to the schedule of a school day. Perhaps one reason that the studies examining teachers’
perceptions of FSSB found low levels of within-group variation is because the degree to which
the school principal can engage in FSSB is restricted due to the nature of the job as compared to
other occupations with greater autonomy (e.g., Hill, et al., 2016; Zimmerman, et al., 2013).
These restrictions reduce the degree to which school principals can, for example, engage in
creative work-family management practices or provide instrumental support in terms of
responding to last-minute scheduling conflicts. As a result, teachers – and other occupations with
restricted access to flexible work arrangements – might be more likely to share perceptions of
FSSB compared to other occupations with greater autonomy because the supervisors are more
limited in their ability to engage in FSSB, making it appear as if their actions are more consistent
across workgroup members. Relatedly, managers not only might face restrictions but also might
need to consider alternate ways in which they provide FSSB to employees engaging in hourly,
low-skill jobs (Lambert, 2008). Second, cultural context might also influence perceptions of
agreement for a similar reason. The United States represents more of an outlier in that the
government provides organizations with discretion and control as to how to help their employees
manage their work-family needs (e.g., Goodstein, 1994). In contrast, European countries with
more stringent regulations prescribe what organizations are expected to provide to their
employees and the governments of these countries play a more active role in providing support
(e.g., Kinnunen & Mauno, 1998). Thus, European employees might be more likely to agree on
perceptions of FSSB as compared to American employees because of how socio-political forces
influence organizational practices in a stronger and more uniform degree. Although I included a
sample from Greece to juxtapose the samples of American employees, future research should
more closely examine comparisons between Anglo nations and the Nordics where the differences
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in socio-political structures are most pronounced (e.g., Stavrou & Kilaniotis, 2010). More
generally, future research can consider which other factors at different levels of analysis have the
potential to further erode shared perceptions of FSSB within workgroups.
Another limitation concerns the use of self-report measures which give rise to concerns
that the results might be inflated due to common method biases (Podsakoff, Mackenzie, Lee, &
Podsakoff, 2003). However, all of the analyses testing Hypotheses 3 through 12 used data which
were collected over two time periods. Moreover, self-reports of WFC are generally considered to
be the most accurate, since the individual is likely to be the most accurate source of reporting his
or her own WFC (Rothbard, Phillips, & Dumas, 2005). Nonetheless, future research might
integrate different ways to further reduce concerns about common method bias. For example,
significant others can rate the well-being of employees (e.g., Green, Schaefer, Bull, &
MacDermid, 2011) or supervisors can rate employee performance. Alternatively, following
trends in other leadership-related literatures (e.g., Lanaj, Johnson, & Lee, 2016), supervisors – in
addition to subordinates – can rate their own FSSB, thus capturing multi-source ratings in terms
of the predictor variable. Finally, the robustness of the results for the curvilinear relationships
across the three samples involving both WFC and role overload is another factor which helps
alleviate common method bias concerns.
These findings open the door for future research to continue to investigate aggregation
issues, nonlinear effects, and the downsides of FSSB. The low ICC(1) values in Sample 1a may
be viewed as a limitation. Although it did not impact the current analyses in terms of establishing
the homology of the relationships between FSSB and WFC, the low amount of between-group
variance prevented any meaningful investigation of cross-level effects. This is interesting in that
it suggests any type of “work-family climate” – including shared FSSB perceptions using a
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referent shift consensus model – would not have impacted individual WFC in this sample.
Moreover, the cross-level effects in Samples 1b and 2 were also extremely limited, raising
further questions. First, additional clarity is required on what exactly a work-family climate
entails, as different terminology – including culture (Thompson, et al., 1999), climate (O’Neill,
et al., 2009), and sub-cultures (Kossek, et al., 2017) – exists within the literature. Second, beyond
sorting out these issues related to construct clarity, studies should empirically assess if and how
these work-family climate-related constructs influence individuals’ perceptions, well-being, and
job performance.
Regarding the potential downsides of FSSB, future research should consider in greater
detail the experiences of individual subordinates as and after they experience FSSB. Indeed, the
results above and previous research show that FSSB has a linear, negative relationship with
individual WFC. However, integrating the workgroup context, others who don’t experience
FSSB not only might be dissatisfied but also might engage in antagonistic or counterproductive
behaviors directed at those who do experience FSSB (e.g., Kirby & Krone, 2002; Spitzmueller,
et al., 2016). While WFC and role overload might be lower, the individual might experience
other negative work-related events which reduce his or her overall well-being. Alternatively,
social pressures and norms might lead to a voluntary rejection of FSSB which is offered,
increasing levels of WFC and role overload over a longer period of time. While these ideas were
used in the hypothesis development related to examining relationship conflict as a workgrouplevel outcome, there is ample opportunity to more fully address these dynamic processes.
It will be important for future research to examine the impact of workgroup-level FSSB
on workgroup and individual performance. Beyond the inability to control for outcomes at Time
1 in Sample 2, these analyses primarily focus on employees’ well-being and workgroup-related
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processes and dynamics. Although these are important outcomes to examine and provide a useful
starting point, future research should build on previous work by considering these as mediating
mechanisms and examine the indirect effects of FSSB on performance (e.g., Kossek, et al.,
2018). Limitations associated with the data collection and lack of a Time 3 survey prevented a
greater consideration of these ideas.
Finally, regarding team processes and dynamics, future research can further build on the
findings discussed above. The hypothesis suggesting a positive, linear relationship between
workgroup-level FSSB and understaffing was not supported. Instead, a curvilinear relationship
was found. Consistent with the hypothesis development, as workgroup-level FSSB increased, so
too did understaffing. However, when workgroup-level FSSB was at high levels, understaffing
decreased. It might be that supervisors who demonstrate extremely high levels of FSSB include
elements of creative management, such that they arrange work in a way where subordinates’
non-work needs can be met without tasks and work being disrupted.
Practical Implications
Organizations should encourage supervisors to be careful in terms of how they allocate
their attention to their different subordinates in regard to their subordinates’ work-family needs.
First, when managing multiple subordinates – even in smaller workgroups – supervisors should
attempt to be fair and equitable in terms of how they engage in FSSB across their subordinates.
This includes not only providing attention to those who have work-family needs but also in terms
of ensuring that the broader nonwork needs of single employees and those without children are
also met (e.g., Veiga, et al., 2004; Judge & Colquitt, 2004; Casper, Weltman, & Kwesiga, 2007).
As the justice literature shows, unfair treatment can result in numerous detrimental outcomes for
both workgroups and individuals. Second, supervisors should be consistent in both their words
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and actions (Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; Paustian-Underdahl & Halbesleben, 2014). This includes
not only serving as role models in terms of demonstrating ways to utilize the organization’s
work-family provisions but also creating a shared understanding among subordinates about
norms and expectations regarding the use of WLB provisions. This consistency and shared
understanding will help subordinates figure out how to better manage their own nonwork
demands and will allow them to be more knowledgeable about when and how their supervisor is
likely to engage in FSSB and provide assistance. Overall, this consistency will help to reduce
within-group variation of FSSB perceptions, which in turn should promote better workgroup
functioning.
While continuing to extol the virtues of FSSB, organizations should be careful that they
avoid promoting “too much of a good thing” since the time and attention of supervisors is
limited. Accordingly, when training supervisors on FSSB, organizations might use role play
scenarios where the supervisor has to balance (a) being supportive of individual subordinates’
nonwork needs, with (b) ensuring that the workgroup continues to function smoothly and
efficiently. This can help supervisors develop strategies and procedures to avoid anchoring too
heavily on one side of the spectrum versus the other. Organizations should encourage supervisors
to take a dual focus on both the individual and the workgroup when it comes to engaging in
FSSB. This includes encouraging supervisors to be mindful of the multiple objectives of
managing people: facilitate work so that the workgroup performs effectively while also helping
to ensure the well-being of both individual subordinates and the workgroup as a whole. This is
important because the relationships between FSSB and WFC and between FSSB and role
overload are not homologous. Training programs which focus too heavily on the individual
benefits of FSSB might mask this important nuance. As a result, supervisors should be
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encouraged to consider how directing an FSSB towards a specific subordinate will influence
both the perceptions and workload of other workgroup members. This includes the ways in
which this influence might be indirect (e.g., if someone else has to “pick up the slack” for the
person away from work) or might develop over time (e.g., anticipating the potential workload
when granting a personal time off request made a few weeks in advance).
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CONCLUSION

The FSSB Separation Framework emphasizes the dual importance of not only betweengroup variation but also within-group variation regarding FSSB perceptions. Extending previous
perspectives addressing between-group variation, the framework helped explain how
relationships involving workgroup-level FSSB are not homologous and how workgroups with
moderate average levels of FSSB may be worse off compared to workgroups with low levels of
FSSB. Additionally, the framework developed theory to explain why within-group variation is
likely regarding FSSB perceptions and how this within-group variation can be problematic in
terms of impeding workgroup productivity and cohesiveness. In sum, the framework offers a
wide variety of theoretical tools – including guidance on the aggregation of FSSB perceptions –
to further expand multilevel perspectives addressing the work-nonwork interface.
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF MEASURES FOR FSSB

Direct Consensus (All Samples excluding Sample 4)
Items 1, 7, 9, and 11 were used in the four-item Short Form (Hammer, et al., 2013).
Instructions: Please answer the following questions about your supervisor:
1. My supervisor is willing to listen to my problems in juggling work and nonwork life
(emotional support)
2. My supervisor takes the time to learn about my personal needs (emotional support)
3. My supervisor makes me feel comfortable talking to him or her about my conflicts
between work and nonwork (emotional support)
4. My supervisor and I can talk effectively to solve conflicts between work and nonwork
issues (emotional support)
5. I can depend on my supervisor to help me with scheduling conflicts if I need it
(instrumental support)
6. I can rely on my supervisor to make sure my work responsibilities are handled when I
have unanticipated nonwork demands (instrumental support)
7. My supervisor works effectively with workers to creatively solve conflicts between work
and nonwork. (instrumental support)
8. My supervisor is a good role model for work and nonwork balance. (role modeling)
9. My supervisor demonstrates effective behaviors in how to juggle work and nonwork
balance. (role modeling)
10. My supervisor demonstrates how a person can jointly be successful on and off the job.
(role modeling)
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11. My supervisor thinks about how the work in my department can be organized to jointly
benefit employees and the company. (creative management)
12. My supervisor asks for suggestions to make it easier for employees to balance work and
nonwork demands. (creative management)
13. My supervisor is creative in reallocating job duties to help my department work better as
a team. (creative management)
14. My supervisor is able to manage the department as a whole team to enable everyone’s
needs to be met. (creative management)
Referent Shift (All Samples excluding Sample 4)
Items 1, 7, 9, and 11 were used in the four-item Short Form (Hammer, et al., 2013).
Instructions: Above we asked you to consider how your supervisor treats you specifically in
terms of your work and nonwork needs. Please answer the following questions regarding how
your supervisor treats not just you but your department as a whole.
1. My supervisor is willing to listen to my workgroup members' problems in juggling work
and nonwork life. (emotional support)
2. My supervisor takes the time to learn about my workgroup members' personal needs.
(emotional support)
3. My supervisor makes members of my workgroup feel comfortable talking to him or her
about conflicts between work and nonwork. (emotional support)
4. My supervisor can talk effectively with members of my workgroup to solve conflicts
between work and nonwork issues. (emotional support)
5. Members of my workgroup can depend on my supervisor to help them with scheduling
conflicts if they need it. (instrumental support)
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6. Members of my workgroup can rely on my supervisor to make sure their work
responsibilities are handled when they have unanticipated nonwork demands.
(instrumental support)
7. My supervisor works effectively with members of my workgroup to creatively solve
conflicts between work and nonwork. (instrumental support)
8. My supervisor is a good role model to members of my workgroup for work and nonwork
balance. (role modeling)
9. My supervisor demonstrates effective behaviors to members of my workgroup in how to
juggle work and nonwork balance. (role modeling)
10. My supervisor demonstrates to members of my workgroup how a person can jointly be
successful on and off the job. (role modeling)
11. My supervisor thinks about how the work in my department can be organized to jointly
benefit members of my workgroup and the company. (creative management)
12. My supervisor asks members of my workgroup for suggestions to make it easier for
employees to balance work and nonwork demands. (creative management)
13. My supervisor is creative in reallocating job duties to help members of my workgroup
work better as a team. (creative management)
14. My supervisor is able to manage the department as a whole team to enable my workgroup
members' needs to be met. (creative management)
Direct Consensus (Sample 4)
1. My coach is willing to listen to my problems in juggling field hockey and personal
activities. (emotional support)
2. My coach takes the time to learn about my personal needs. (emotional support)
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3. My coach makes me feel comfortable talking to him or her about my conflicts between
field hockey and personal activities. (emotional support)
4. My coach and I can talk effectively to solve conflicts between field hockey and personal
activity issues. (emotional support)
5. I can depend on my coach to help me with scheduling conflicts if I need it. (instrumental
support)
6. I can rely on my coach to make sure my field hockey responsibilities are handled when I
have unanticipated personal demands. (instrumental support)
7. My coach works effectively with players to creatively solve conflicts between field
hockey and personal activities. (instrumental support)
8. My coach is a good role model for field hockey and personal activity balance. (role
modeling)
9. My coach demonstrates effective behaviors in how to juggle field hockey and personal
activity balance. (role modeling)
10. My coach demonstrates how a person can jointly be successful on and off the field. (role
modeling)
11. My coach is creative in adjusting the practice schedules when there are holidays or breaks
during the semester. (creative management)
12. My coach asks for suggestions to make it easier to balance field hockey and personal
demands. (creative management)
13. My coach is creative in adjusting the practice schedule during summer when school is not
in session. (creative management)
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14. My coach is able to manage the practice schedule to enable everyone’s needs to be met.
(creative management)
15. My coach is mindful of everyone's personal schedules when planning team meetings.
(creative management)
Referent Shift (Sample 4)
1. My coach is willing to listen to my teammates' problems in juggling field hockey and
personal activities. (emotional support)
2. My coach takes the time to learn about my teammates' personal needs. (emotional
support)
3. My coach makes my teammates feel comfortable talking to him or her about my conflicts
between field hockey and personal activities. (emotional support)
4. My coach can talk effectively with teammates to solve conflicts between field hockey
and personal activity issues. (emotional support)
5. My teammates can depend on my coach to help them with scheduling conflicts if they
need it. (instrumental support)
6. My teammates can rely on my coach to make sure their field hockey responsibilities are
handled when they have unanticipated personal demands. (instrumental support)
7. My coach works effectively with players on my team to creatively solve conflicts
between field hockey and personal activities. (instrumental support)
8. My coach is a good role model to my teammates for field hockey and personal activity
balance. (role modeling)
9. My coach demonstrates effective behaviors to my teammates in how to juggle field
hockey and personal activity balance. (role modeling)
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10. My coach demonstrates to my teammates how a person can jointly be successful on and
off the field. (role modeling)
11. My coach is creative in adjusting the practice schedules for my teammates when there are
holidays or breaks during the semester. (creative management)
12. My coach asks for suggestions from my teammates to make it easier for players to
balance field hockey and personal demands. (creative management)
13. My coach is creative in adjusting the practice schedule during summer when school is not
in session. (creative management)
14. My coach is able to manage the practice schedule to enable my teammates' needs to be
met. (creative management)
15. My coach is mindful of my teammates' personal schedules when planning team meetings.
(creative management)
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTAL HYPOTHESES AND FINDINGS

Because Sample 2 consisted only of Time 1 and Time 2 measures (without the
anticipated Time 3 survey), certain hypotheses from the original proposal were not testable. In
the revised proposal, the hypotheses were amended in order to (a) develop tighter theory-based
arguments to reflect the new outcome variables (since workgroup performance couldn’t be
examined as the Time 3 outcome), and (b) use more sophisticated data analyses. With the
existing data, ten hypotheses from the original proposal were still testable that were not included
in the revised proposal. The first set of hypotheses – presented here in Appendix B – were either
not cohesive enough around which to develop new theoretical insights or became a bit tangential
in the context of the revised theory in the proposal. Thus, each one is presented, followed by a
brief discussion of the results. The second set of hypotheses focused on the sub-factors of FSSB.
However, the single-item measures, multicollinearity among the four sub-factors, and
inconsistent results again yielded an unclear and – perhaps more importantly – rather uncompelling story. These are discussed in Appendix C.
Hypothesis 13: Workgroup-level FSSB will be negatively related to workgroup conflict,
where the effect will be stronger on relationship conflict compared to task conflict.
Hypothesis 14: Group-level FSSB perceptions have greater agreement when a referent
shift model is used compared to a direct consensus model.
Hypothesis 15: The greater the within-group variation of FSSB perceptions, the more
likely it is that WFC and role overload will also vary within workgroups.
Hypothesis 16: Workgroup size is positively related to within-group variation of FSSB
perceptions.
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Hypothesis 17: Within-group variation of FSSB perceptions moderates the negative
relationship between workgroup-level FSSB and workgroup role overload, such that the
negative relationship is weaker with greater within-group variation.
Hypothesis 13: Discussion and Results
Task conflict focuses on “the substance of the task that the group is performing” (Jehn,
1995, p. 258) and was assessed using the following four items based on Jehn’s work: “How often
do people in your department disagree about opinions regarding the work being done?,” “How
frequently are there conflicts about ideas in your department?,” “How much conflict about the
work you do is there in your department?,” and “To what extent are there differences of opinion
in your department?” Items were scored ranging from 1 = none to 5 = a lot. This hypothesis is
similar to Hypothesis 10 in Chapter 2 and is based on Sample 2 data. There was less of a focus
on distinguishing between relationship and task conflict in the revised proposal, in addition to a
shift away from references to “FSSB climate” (due to the confusing terminology mentioned in
the Discussion section of Chapter 2).
After controlling for group size and workgroup interdependence, the relationship between
workgroup-level FSSB using a referent shift composition model and relationship conflict is
negative and statistically significant (β = -0.41, p < .001). The model explains 19% of the
variance. Contrary to the hypothesis, the effect is stronger for task conflict (β = -0.47, p < .001,
R2 = 0.23). Similarly, workgroup-level FSSB using an additive model and relationship conflict
was negative and statistically significant (β = -0.31, p < .001, R2 = 0.14) while the relationship
with task conflict was stronger (β = -0.36, p < .001, R2 = 0.14).
I also attempted to run a structural equation path model in STATA v13 to confirm these
results by simultaneously considering both outcomes. However, the sample size was too small
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for a model to converge. To overcome this setback, I used the dataset with pairwise deletion
which enhanced the sample size (n = 55 workgroups, 565 employees). The results were similar
to those from the OLS regressions, with all effects statistically significant and the negative effect
of workgroup-level FSSB being stronger for task conflict as opposed to relationship conflict.
Hypothesis 14: Discussion and Results
Klein and colleagues (2001) suggest that when survey items refer to an individual, there
will be greater variability in responses compared to when the survey items refer to the group as a
whole. This rationale applies to FSSB. As explained above, it is reasonable to expect individuals’
experiences to differ. However, if they are able to objectively evaluate the workgroup as a whole,
it is likely there may be a greater consensus. Table 1 shows only a tiny amount of support for this
hypothesis. As Klein and colleagues (2001) explain, consensus is also likely to be higher when
evaluating objective statements as opposed to subjective ones. Because evaluations of a
supervisor’s FSSB are more subjective, this may account for a smaller gap in consensus between
the direct consensus and referent shift items.
Hypothesis 15: Discussion and Results
This hypothesis is based on the idea that differences in perceptions can lead to differences
in outcomes. This hypothesis received full support. In Sample 1a, greater within-group variation
of FSSB perceptions was associated with more varied WFC experiences within workgroups (β =
0.20, p < .001). In Sample 1b, the same relationship was also supported (β = 0.16, p < .001).
Furthermore, greater within-group variation of FSSB perceptions was associated with more
varied perceptions of role overload within workgroups in Sample 2 (β = 0.37, p < .001 for
additive items; β = 0.36, p < .001 for referent shift items). This finding offers a very insightful
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point to practitioners: the more inconsistent supervisors are in their behaviors, the more
inconsistent the experiences of their subordinates are subject to be.
Hypothesis 16: Discussion and Results
This is an idea mentioned in the Discussion section. Because supervisors’ time and
attention is limited (Milliken, et al., 1998), it might be harder to administer FSSB to all
subordinates (or to all subordinates in a fair and even way) particularly when workgroups are
larger in size. I ran OLS regressions using Samples 1a, 1b, and 2 to examine workgroup size as a
predictor and the standard deviation of FSSB perceptions within workgroups as an outcome.
Findings were mixed in support of this hypothesis. There was no statistically significant
relationship in Sample 1a (β = -0.01, p > .05). However, the results were supported for Sample
1b (β = 0.12, p < .01) and Sample 2 using the additive items (β = 0.19, p < .01). Interestingly,
there was no statistically significant relationship for the referent shift composition model items
(β = -0.05, p > .05). Although additional consideration is warranted, this may be viewed as a
complement to Hypothesis 14, where perhaps a larger number of workgroup members are more
likely to come to a consensus (i.e., lower within-group variation of FSSB perceptions) about
their workgroup compared to a smaller number of individuals.
Hypothesis 17: Discussion and Results
This hypothesis suggests that greater consistency in individuals’ experience is subject to
strengthen the positive relationships between workgroup-level FSSB and workgroup outcomes.
This hypothesis was supported. When FSSB was more inconsistent (operationalized using the
standard deviation of the additive items), role overload within workgroups was higher compared
to when FSSB was more consistent. However, the slopes of each line were similar and the
statistically significant results were primarily driven by the difference in intercepts.
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APPENDIX C. THE SUB-FACTORS OF FSSB

FSSB is comprised of four sub-factors. Supervisors can (a) provide emotional support,
(b) provide instrumental support, (c) engage in role modeling behaviors regarding how to
balance work and nonwork, and (d) engage in creative management behaviors to optimally
organize or re-design work so that all workgroup members can achieve a balance between work
and family (Hammer, et al., 2009). However, most studies tend to consider FSSB as a whole
without specifically addressing each of the four sub-factors (c.f., Ferguson, et al., 2015; Koch &
Binnewies, 2015). At face value, this appears to be an important limitation of the existing
literature, as supervisors can engage in FSSB in different ways. For example, one supervisor
might provide instrumental support without any emotional support, while another might focus
entirely on setting a good example through role modeling behaviors. Moreover, the different subfactors can differentially influence individual and workgroup-related outcomes.
In general, all four FSSB sub-factors are beneficial to individuals. For example, Hammer
and colleagues (2009) show that all four sub-factors have negative zero-order correlations with
WFC and turnover intentions and positive correlations with job satisfaction and family-to-work
positive spillover (i.e., the ways in which family experiences improve or enrich the experience of
work; Greenhaus & Powell, 2006). Ferguson and colleagues (2015) specifically focus on
instrumental support, finding that greater instrumental support provided to an employee was
beneficial for his or her family functioning and affective commitment towards the organization.
Paustian-Underdahl and Halbesleben (2014) addressed supervisory work-family guidance, a
form of role modeling behaviors which they linked to a reduction in work-family conflict.
Similarly, employees who work under supervisors who engage in work-life-friendly role
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modeling behaviors are more likely to be able to follow their boundary segmentation preferences
(i.e., the degree to which they keep work and home life separated or integrated; Ashforth,
Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000), resulting in lower levels of emotional exhaustion and disengagement
from work (Koch & Binnewies, 2015).
While there is a strong connection which links FSSB to theoretically-grounded resourcebased perspectives, nuanced theorizing regarding each of the four FSSB sub-factors remains
lacking. Specifically, resource-based theories suggest that resources may be present or targeted
towards multiple levels of analysis. For example, the WH-R model distinguishes among
personal, contextual, and macro resources (ten Brummelhuis & Bakker, 2012). Similarly, the JDR model suggests that organizational interventions aimed at building resources might take an
organizational (i.e., group-based) focus or an individual focus (Bakker, et al., 2014). Therefore, it
is possible that the four sub-factors – as resources – are different in terms of their primary level
of focus, with emotional support and instrumental support focused on individuals and role
modeling and creative management behaviors focused on the workgroup as a whole.
Emotionally supportive behaviors include creating conditions for employees to feel
comfortable discussing their personal circumstances, in addition to expressing concern,
understanding, sensitivity, and sympathy when necessary (Hammer, et al., 2009). FSSB in the
form of instrumental support is a reactionary behavior, characterized by “supervisors’ routine
reactions to manage day-to-day employee scheduling conflicts” (Hammer, et al., 2009, p. 842).
Ferguson and colleagues (2015, p. 585) are clear in their wording where “individuals gain the
workplace supports of supervisor instrumental support” (emphasis added). Taken together,
emotional support and instrumental support appear to be primarily focused on individuals, since
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these are often reactionary and directed at a specific subordinate to address his or her unique and
individually-experienced situations.
Contrary to this perspective, Koch and Binnewies (2015, p. 84) state that role modeling is
a “group-level variable” because “employees working in the same work group are likely to
experience similar supervisor boundary management.” Role modeling behaviors include offering
advice and providing guidance regarding different career path consequences and how best to
manage instances of work-family conflict while employees are on the job (Paustian-Underdahl &
Halbesleben, 2014). Consistent with other leadership perspectives, subordinates are likely to see
role modeling behaviors similarly and these behaviors are likely to be directed at the workgroup
as a whole as opposed to being targeted exclusively and specifically towards one individual (e.g.,
Priesemuth, et al., 2014; Kark, et al., 2003; Jung & Sosik, 2002; Bowen & Ostroff, 2004).
Relatedly, creative management behaviors include “structural group interventions, such as crosstraining within and between work departments,” where work is redesigned or restructured by
simultaneously balancing or accounting for the needs of each member within the workgroup
(Hammer, et al., 2009, p. 842). Thus, the role modeling and creative management sub-factors
may be more workgroup-focused (as opposed to individually-focused) in nature.
Limitations
Prior to presenting the supplemental hypotheses, it is important to acknowledge some of
the severe limitations (which led to the ultimate removal of these hypotheses from the main
section of the dissertation). A primary limitation of this study concerns the use of single-item
measures and the multicollinearity of the four sub-factors. Single-item measures are a concern
because the reliability of the measure is unable to be assessed. There are some defenses against
these concerns. For example, Fisher, Matthews, and Gibbons (2016) suggest that single-item
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measures regarding supervisor support are acceptable for organizational research. Moreover, the
short form version of the FSSB scale on which these measures are based was previously
validated (Hammer, et al., 2013).
Even though the strong zero-order correlations are consistent with previous studies which
report the correlations for all four sub-factors (e.g., Hammer, et al., 2009), multicollinearity is a
concern because (1) the separate variables might represent the same underlying phenomenon or
construct, and (2) it tends to inflate standard errors, making it harder to detect statistically
significant effects (Alin, 2010). In Sample 1a, the level-1 correlations among the four sub-factors
ranged from .58 to .80, while the level-2 correlations among the four aggregated sub-factors
ranged from .65 to .91. In Sample 1b, the level-1 correlations among the four sub-factors ranged
from .56 to .79, while the level-2 correlations among the four aggregated sub-factors ranged
from .50 to .87. In Sample 2, the level-1 correlations among the four sub-factors (using the
additive items) ranged from .79 to .90 and the level-2 correlations among the four aggregated
sub-factors (using the additive items) ranged from .77 to .93. The level-2 correlations in Sample
2 using the aggregated referent shift items ranged from .85 to .91. Although it is questionable
from a conceptual standpoint to examine referent shift items at the individual level of analysis,
for completeness I included these in my analysis. The correlations among the four sub-factors
ranged from .84 to .92.
The multicollinearity presents a conundrum regarding the appropriateness of addressing a
single sub-factor. Previous studies have adopted this focus on a specific sub-factor and offer
unique theoretical insights (e.g., Ferguson, et al., 2015; Koch & Binnewies, 2015). At the same
time, if the other sub-factors are not controlled for in analyses, this raises the question as to
whether the analysis is truly assessing the sub-factor or is assessing essentially the entire FSSB
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construct. Beyond the challenges of isolating the unique effects statistically, from a practical
perspective it is likely that the FSSB displayed by a supervisor simultaneously encompasses
multiple – if not all – sub-factors (e.g., offering emotional support when providing instrumental
support). Overall, this raises the question as to what point the investigation of FSSB sub-factors
becomes too fine-grained, casting doubt on the rigor, foundation, and importance of the analyses
below, hence their relegation to an Appendix. Below are the hypotheses which were developed.
Hypothesis 18: At the individual level of analysis, emotional support and instrumental
support (compared to role modeling and creative management) will have the strongest
impact on WFC (Study 1a and 1b) and role overload (Study 2).
Hypothesis 19: At the workgroup level of analysis, role modeling and creative
management behaviors (compared to emotional support and instrumental support) will
have the strongest impact on workgroup-level WFC (Study 1a and 1b) and workgrouplevel role overload (Study 2).
Hypothesis 20: As instrumental support is the most individually-focused dimension of
FSSB, agreement within workgroups is likely to be the lowest among all FSSB
dimensions.
Hypothesis 21: As creative work-family management behaviors are directed towards the
workgroup as a whole, this dimension is likely to hold the strongest agreement among
workgroup members.
Hypothesis 22: There will be statistically significant interactions between the four FSSB
sub-factors, where the best combinations for reducing workgroup-level WFC (Samples
1a and 1b) and workgroup-level role overload (Sample 2) will be when there is one
individually-oriented sub-factor and one workgroup-oriented sub-factor.
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Hypothesis 18: Discussion and Results
Hypotheses 18 and 19 are based on the principle of compatibility, which suggests that
when relations between perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors are examined, they should be
examined at the same level of specificity (Ajzen, 1996). This concept has been examined across
a variety of organizational contexts. As one example, Perrigino and Dunford (2016) applied the
principle of compatibility to their examination of infusion pump attitudes among nurses. They
reasoned and found support for the idea that organizational support – when tailored specifically
towards infusion pumps – would be a stronger predictor of infusion pump satisfaction compared
to general organizational support. Similarly, Kossek and colleagues (2011) argued that familyspecific organizational support would be a stronger predictor of work-family conflict compared
to general organizational support. Noting that “the breadth of the predictor and criterion should
be congruent in order to have a stronger correlation,” (p. 295) they found support for these
hypothesized relationships in their meta-analytic investigation.
Extending these ideas, workgroup-focused FSSB sub-factors might more strongly predict
workgroup-level outcomes (compared to individually-focused FSSB sub-factors), whereas
individually-focused FSSB sub-factors will more strongly predict individual-level outcomes
(compared to workgroup-focused FSSB sub-factors). Additional evidence for these relationships
is provided by Gully, Incalcaterra, Joshi, and Beaubien (2002) who suggest that team efficacy
and team potency would be stronger in predicting team performance compared to individual
performance. They explain: “These arguments are consistent with the work of Indik (1968), who
argued that variables at the same level of analysis should be related more strongly than variables
at different levels. This is due in part to construct consistency and proximity of casual relations.”
(p. 821).
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In order to test Hypotheses 18 and 19, I conducted a relative weights analysis (i.e., a
dominance analysis) following procedures outlines by Budescu (1993) and LeBreton and
Tonidandel (2008). I ran a relative weights analysis using the zero-order correlations for level-1
(individual) variables and another using the level-2 (workgroup) variables. I also included
control variables where appropriate. As shown in the top portion of Table 21, the role modeling
sub-factor had the strongest influence on individual-level WFC in Sample 1a, followed by
emotional support. In Sample 1b, the two workgroup-oriented sub-factors – role modeling and
creative management behaviors – were stronger predictors compared to emotional support and
instrumental support. The top portion of Table 22 displays the results for Sample 2. Not
surprisingly, the relative weight totals were larger and totaled to 100% since Sample 2 did not
include any control variables, including the outcome variable measured at the previous time
point. Similar to Sample 1b, role modeling and creative management behaviors were the
strongest predictors of individual-level role overload. Overall, this hypothesis was not supported.
Table 22: Hypotheses 18 and 19 (Samples 1a and 1b)
Sample 1a

Sample 1b

Relative
Weights

Relative
Weights (%)

Relative
Weights

Relative
Weights (%)

Level 1
WFC Control
Emotional Support
Instrumental Support
Role Modeling
Creative Management

0.378
0.011
0.008
0.013
0.008

90.6%
2.5%
1.9%
3.0%
2.0%

0.422
0.006
0.014
0.024
0.015

87.9%
1.2%
2.8%
4.9%
3.2%

Level 2
WFC Control
Condition
Size
Emotional Support
Instrumental Support
Role Modeling
Creative Management

0.198
0.015
0.031
0.033
0.031
0.071
0.028

48.8%
3.7%
7.7%
8.1%
7.6%
17.4%
6.8%

0.439
0.017
0.007
0.016
0.049
0.073
0.010

71.8%
2.8%
1.2%
2.6%
7.9%
12.0%
1.7%

Notes: Outcome variable WFC (Level 1) and workgroup-level WFC (Level 2)
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Table 23: Hypotheses 18 and 19 (Sample 2)
Additive Model

Referent Shift

Relative
Weights

Relative
Weights (%)

Relative
Weights

Relative
Weights (%)

Level 1
Emotional Support
Instrumental Support
Role Modeling
Creative Management

0.005
0.005
0.012
0.008

17.0%
17.5%
38.7%
26.9%

0.009
0.011
0.012
0.013

20.8%
23.8%
25.8%
29.6%

Level 2
Size
Interdependence
Emotional Support
Instrumental Support
Role Modeling
Creative Management

0.032
0.035
0.028
0.023
0.024
0.024

19.3%
21.1%
17.0%
13.6%
14.6%
14.4%

0.030
0.039
0.046
0.045
0.025
0.025

14.1%
18.5%
22.0%
21.3%
12.0%
12.0%

Notes: Outcome variable is role overload (Level 1) and workgroup-level role overload (Level 2)

Hypothesis 19: Discussion and Results
The bottom portions of Tables 21 and 22 provide the results for this hypothesis.
Consistent with expectations, role modeling was the strongest predictor in Samples 1a and1b.
However, creative management behaviors were the weakest predictor. Contrary to expectations,
emotional support was the strongest predictor in Sample 2. Overall, this hypothesis received
limited support.
Hypothesis 20: Discussion and Results
Overall as shown in Table A3, there was relatively little systematic evidence to support
this hypothesis (particularly in terms of the dichotomous categorization of rwg values above or
below 0.70).
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Table 24: Median rwg and rwg(j) Calculations
Sample 1a (DC)
Sample 1b (DC)
Sample 2 (DC)
Sample 2 (RS)
Sample 3 (DC)
Sample 3 (RS)
Sample 4 (DC)
Sample 4 (RS)
Sample 5 (DC)

ES
0.48
0.67
0.65
0.65
0.79
0.83
0.74
0.78
0.67

Uniform Distribution
IS
RM
CM FSSB
0.48
0.51 0.56
0.66
0.63
0.63 0.57
0.77
0.66
0.65 0.66
0.79
0.67
0.65 0.72
0.79
0.67
0.75 0.70
0.72
0.76
0.86 0.80
0.78
0.78
0.82 0.85
0.81
0.81
0.89 0.72
0.81
0.65 0.65
0.72
0.81

Sample 1a (DC)
Sample 1b (DC)
Sample 2 (DC)
Sample 2 (RS)
Sample 3 (DC)
Sample 3 (RS)
Sample 4 (DC)
Sample 4 (RS)
Sample 5 (DC)

ES
0.23
0.50
0.48
0.48
0.66
0.72
0.55
0.64
0.50

Slight Leniency Bias
IS
RM
CM FSSB
0.22
0.26 0.29
0.39
0.44
0.45 0.36
0.63
0.49
0.48 0.49
0.65
0.50
0.48 0.58
0.66
0.40
0.61 0.47
0.51
0.60
0.64
0.77 0.71
0.63
0.68
0.71 0.76
0.69
0.69
0.83 0.51
0.58
0.48 0.48
0.68

ES
0.00
0.35
0.29
0.28
0.51
0.61
0.34
0.48
0.36

Normal Distribution
IS
RM
CM FSSB
0.00
0.05 0.08
0.05
0.28
0.29 0.18
0.46
0.32
0.31 0.32
0.46
0.33
0.30 0.37
0.49
0.07
0.43 0.20
0.27
0.42
0.68 0.59
0.48
0.47
0.60 0.67
0.55
0.56
0.55
0.77 0.27
0.46
0.33 0.33
0.55

Sample 1a (DC)
Sample 1b (DC)
Sample 2 (DC)
Sample 2 (RS)
Sample 3 (DC)
Sample 3 (RS)
Sample 4 (DC)
Sample 4 (RS)
Sample 5 (DC)

Notes: DC = Direct Consensus; RS = Referent Shift; Values in bold (>0.70) meet empirical criteria for determining
within group agreement; rwg(j) values are reflected for all FSSB measures and for the individual subdimensions in
Samples 3 and 4; rwg values reflected for individual subdimensions in Samples 1a, 1b, 2, and 5.

Hypothesis 21: Discussion and Results
Similar to Hypothesis 20 and as shown in Table 23, there was relatively little systematic
evidence to support this hypothesis (particularly in terms of the dichotomous categorization of
rwg values above or below 0.70). Combined with the findings from Hypotheses 14 and 20, overall
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the distinctions in agreement appear to be driven more by subgroup relational and demographic
differences (i.e., Hypothesis 2) as compared to the nature of the wording of the items or the focus
on sub-factors.
Hypothesis 22: Discussion and Results
There are multiple components in establishing this hypothesis. First, too many
individually-focused behaviors combined (i.e., instrumental support and emotional support)
might burden other members of the workgroup and result in a sub-optimal combination. Second,
too many workgroup-focused behaviors (i.e., role modeling and creative management behaviors)
might have some positive trickle-down effects in terms of promoting individual well-being but
may prevent certain instances of WFC or role overload from being addressed. Again, this would
be a sub-optimal combination. However, if the supervisor simultaneously engages in
individually- and workgroup-oriented behaviors, this is likely the optimal combination where not
only are specific individuals’ demands alleviated but also the demands of all workgroup
members remain low.
The insightful aspect of this analysis is that I include all four sub-factors simultaneously
in the analyses. On the one hand, multicollinearity is a problem (as acknowledged above) and
prevented (a) the analyses from running for Sample 2, and (b) examination of more complex
three-way interactions or a four-way interaction. On the other hand, by simultaneously
accounting for all four sub-factors, the two-way interaction terms essentially capture the unique
elements of each sub-dimension, despite their high correlations. I ran OLS regression analyses,
entering control variables (WFC, workgroup size, and condition) in Step 1 and entering the four
sub-factors in Step 2. Then I created six two-way interaction terms and entered those into Step 3.
In Sample 1a, all six interaction terms were statistically significant at a p < .001 level (with the
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exception of the interaction between instrumental support and role modeling, which was p < .10).
In Sample 1b, four of the six interaction terms were statistically significant at a p < .05 level or
better, while the interaction between (1) emotional support and instrumental support, and (2)
emotional support and creative management were not statistically significant. The results were
somewhat in line with this hypothesis and somewhat consistent across the two samples. I plotted
and probed the 10 statistically significant interactions, which are displayed in Figures A1 through
A6.
Interactions with the same focus were associated with higher levels of workgroup-level
WFC when both were high (emotional support and instrumental support, Figure 10; role
modeling and creative management, Figure 15). High levels of emotional support and role
modeling behaviors led to the lowest levels of workgroup-level WFC in Sample 1a, but not for
Sample 1b (Figure 11). In line with expectations, the slopes of the lines for the high-high
combination of instrumental support and role modeling were more negative compared to lowhigh or high-low combinations (Figure 12). Also in line with expectations, the high-high
combination for emotional support and creative management behaviors was negative and
statistically significant (Figure 13). Finally, the high-high combination for instrumental support
and creative management behaviors was also negative and statistically significant (Figure 14).
Overall, these findings provide a degree of support echoing the idea that the best outcomes for
workgroups will occur when supervisors engage in both individually- and workgroup-focused
FSSB. It is also important to reiterate the limitations noted above, as perhaps this hypothesis is a
reflection of analyses becoming too fine-grained in trying to tease apart the distinctions among
the four highly correlated sub-factors.
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Figure 10: Emotional Support x Instrumental Support Interaction. Regions of significance are at 0.52 SD (and below) and greater than -0.35 SD (and above). When emotional support provided
to the workgroup is low, instrumental support provided to the workgroup has a negative effect on
workgroup-level WFC. When emotional support provided to the workgroup is high, instrumental
support provided to the workgroup has a positive effect on workgroup-level WFC.
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Figure 11: Emotional Support x Role Modeling Interaction. Notes: For Sample 1a, regions of
significance are at -0.80 SD (and below) and -0.48 SD (and above). When emotional support
provided to the workgroup is low, role modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup increase
workgroup-level WFC. When emotional support provided to the workgroup is high, role
modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup decrease workgroup-level WFC. For Sample 1b,
regions of significance are at 0.35 SD (and below) and 6.36 SD (and above). When emotional
support provided to the workgroup is low, role modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup
decreases workgroup-level WFC. When emotional support provided to the workgroup is high,
role modeling provided to the workgroup has no statistically significant effect on workgrouplevel WFC.
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Figure 12: Instrumental Support x Role Modeling Interaction. Notes: For Sample 1a, regions of
significance are between -2.16 SD and 133.33 SD. When instrumental support provided to the
workgroup is low, role modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup have a negative effect on
workgroup-level WFC. When instrumental support provided to the workgroup is high, role
modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup have a stronger negative effect on workgrouplevel WFC. For Sample 1b, regions of significance are at -695.27 SD (and below) -0.21 SD (and
above). When instrumental support provided to the workgroup is low, role modeling behaviors
provided to the workgroup have no statistically significant effect on workgroup-level WFC.
When instrumental support provided to the workgroup is high, role modeling provided to the
workgroup have a negative effect on workgroup-level WFC. In both samples, negative slope is
strongest for the high-high combination.
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Figure 13: Emotional Support x Creative Management Interaction. Notes: Regions of
significance are at -1.35 SD (and below) and -0.13 SD (and above). When emotional support
provided to the workgroup is low, creative management behaviors provided to the workgroup
have no statistically significant effect on workgroup-level WFC. When emotional support
provided to the workgroup is high, creative management behaviors provided to the workgroup
decrease workgroup-level WFC.
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Figure 14: Instrumental Support x Creative Management Interaction. Notes: For Sample 1a,
regions of significance are at -0.20 SD (and below) and -0.07 SD (and above). For Sample 1b,
regions of significance are at -0.04 SD (and below) and 0.39 SD (and above). In both cases:
when instrumental support provided to the workgroup is low, creative management behaviors
provided to the workgroup lead to an increase in workgroup-level WFC. When instrumental
support provided to the workgroup is high, creative management behaviors provided to the
workgroup decrease workgroup-level WFC.
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Figure 15: Role Modeling x Creative Management Interaction. Notes: For Sample 1a, regions of
significance are at 0.06 SD (and below) and 0.21 SD (and above). For Sample 1b, regions of
significance are at -0.18 SD (and below) and 0.22 SD (and above). In both cases: when role
modeling behaviors provided to the workgroup are low, creative management behaviors
provided to the workgroup lead to a decrease in workgroup-level WFC. When role modeling
behaviors provided to the workgroup are high, creative management behaviors provided to the
workgroup lead to an increase in workgroup-level WFC.

